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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis is devoted to the construction of periodic solutions for partial 
differential equations. The study of periodic solutions was introduced by 
H. Poincare in the memoire he presented on the three body problem 1 . By 
looking at periodic and asymptotics solutions he discovered what today we 
call chaos, and showed that these special solutions were a powerful tool to 
resolve questions in the theory of ordinary differential equations. 
Unlike the case of ordinary differential equations, there does not exist a 
theory of periodic solutions for nonlinear partial differential equations; until 
the sixties the construction of periodic solutions was only known in special 
cases. Rabinowitz was the first to prove a theorem in that direction. He 
considered the problem: 
using variational methods he was only able to prove that (1.0.1) admits peri-
odic solutions with rational frequency2 • However, this was quite surprising 
since these restrictions never occur when dealing with ordinary differential 
equations. The technique that we present here was introduced by Craig and 
Wayne who constructed periodic solutions with frequency Q in a Cantor 
set of non-zero measure (see [9]). So they proved that there are periodic 
1One may consult the book [1] for more details about the memoire 
2 A survey of all the results using variational methods can be found in [6], but they all 
have the that restriction the frequency is rational 
7 
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solutions with irrational period as well. They considered the problem: 
{ 
BttU = (8zz - v(x))u - g(u, x) 
o:::;x:::;rr x,tEIR 
u(O, t) = u(rr, t) = 0 
Dirichlet boundary condition. 
( 1.0.2) 
and proved that (1.0.2) has solutions, provided that it satisfies both a nonres-
onance and a twist condition. The first advantage over variational techniques 
in (1.0.2) is the fact that the linear operator (8u-v(x)) depends on x. This 
technique has also showed great flexibility if one wants to generalize these 
techniques to higher space dimension. In 1994 Boutga.in was able to gener-
alised the technique to higher dimensional space domain in [2], and in 1996 
to construct almost-periodic solutions for one-dimensional problem (see [3]). 
Recently Li-Ta-tsien, Shi Yumming and Qin Tiehu considering a nonlinear 
wave equation (with a nonlinearity depending on u only), were able also to 
construct periodic solutions for equations in higher dimension (see [16]). 
Another advantage of this technique is its applicability to the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation. In the case of one space dimension Schrodinger equa-
tions, Craig and Wayne showed that the technique can contruct periodic 
solutions. Once again Bourgain extended these techniques to higher dimen-
sional spaces problem for periodic solutions and to two spacial dimensions 
problems for quasi-periodic solutions in [3],[4],[5]. · Grebert and Guillot also 
proved that the technique can be used for coupled nonlinear Schrodinger 
equations in [12] and [13]. 
Kuksin has also contributed to the field by extending the traditional 
KAM approach for ordinary differential equations to the construction of peri-
odic and quasi-periodic solutions for one-dimesional wave and Schrodinger 
equations in (14] and with Paschel in [15]. 
As in [9] we start with an ansatz u = Lj,k ft.(j, k)T/Jj(x)eik{, where the 
t/Jj(x) are the eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville opera.tor (Bxx - v(x)) 
with the boundary conditions t/Jj(O) = TPj(rr) = 0 a.nd eigenvalues denoted 
wJ. The solution of (1.0.2) must satisfy: 
(1.0.3) 
where W ( u) is the nonlinear opera.tor resulting from expanding the non-
linearity g(u, x) in terms of the eigenfunctions. The values wJ - Q2k2 ac-
cumulate at zero, a phenomenom called the small denominator problem in 
partial differential equations [18], making it difficult to compute the inverse 
9 
of F'(u). One of the a.ma.zing features of this technique is the method of 
inverting the linearized opera.tors3 during Newton's method (in fact we use 
a variant of Newton's method called the Nash-Moser methoq) which origin-
ally comes from Quantum Mechanics and the work of Frohlich and Spencer 
in [11]. The main difficulty in this technique is to prove that the sequence 
converges and to find suitable normed spaces to which u(j, k) must belong. 
Instead of using the normed spaces Hu: 
Hu= {u E /2 (N X Z) l]ull; = Elu(j,k)j 2e2u(lil+lkl) < oo} 
j,k 
as in [9); we will use the spaces Hm•": 
(1.0.4) 
Hm,., = {u E /2(tN X Z) llull~,., = 0 L (l + 1!1 2) 5 1u(l)l2e2mlll < oo} 
1etNxl 
(1.0.5) 
which have the advantage of being a Ba.na.ch Algebra and also simplifiy the 
relationship between the function u a.nd its lattice representation u(j, k). 
Most of the properties of the spaces Hu and Hm,., depend on the fact that 
the eigenfunctions ¢; ( x) decay very rapidly. We prove this property, which 
was enunciated without proof in [9] and this constitutes the whole of chapter 
7. The change from Her to Hm,a leads to various changes. We redefine the 
sequence Pn which measures the domain of analaticity of the approximate 
solution Un at the nth. stage and consequently modify the proof of that New-
ton's method converges. The spaces Hm,J were introduced in [10] in the case 
of the nonlinear Schroedinger equation; here we show that they are also suit-
able for the wave equation and the proof of the construction of the solution 
to (1.0.2) presented here is simpler than the one in [9]. 
We end the introduction with an outline of the thesis. In chapter 2, 
assuming some properties on the eigenfunctions (which we prove in chapter 
7) we show some propeties of the spaces Hm,IJ ( many of theses properties 
were enunciated without proof in [10]). Then we introduce a new norm, 
IISllm,s slightly different from the operator norm used in [10]. This norm 
has the a.dva.ntage over the one in [10] to be sub-multiplicative (IISTllm,J ~ 
llS!lm,.,IITllm,IJ)• At the end of the chapter we prove a lemma on the inverse 
of self-adjoint operators and prove inequalities which will be used in the 
thesis. In chapter 3, using the Lyapounov-Schmidt decomposition we split 
(1.0.2) in an infinite dimensional and a finite dimensional problem. The 
3The technique is used in chapter 4 to get a good estimate on the inverse of F'(u) 
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infinite dimensional problem is solved using the Nach-Moser method with the 
assumption that the derivative of F( u) is invertible at each iterative step, and 
assuming a qonresonance condition on g1 (x). To ensure the convergence of 
the Nash-Moser method with theses new normed spaces we have introduced 
a new sequence Pn, so the proof of the convergence is the Nash-Moser method 
differs from the one in [10]. The chapter 4 proves an estimate used in chapter 
3 to ensure the convergence of the Nash-Moser scheme. In chapter 5 we 
find the parameters for which the derivative of F'(u) is not invertible and 
the Twist condition is used to extract them from the interval to which the 
para.meters belong. In chapter 6 we solve the finite dimensional problem 
and hence finish the construction of the solution of (1.0.2). The last chapter 
is the proof of an estimate of the rapid decay of the eigenfunctions. We 
choose the frequency n close to w1 the first frequency of the spectrum of 
-l2 + 91(x). For n = w1 and k = ±1 we have a solution of the linear 
problem in ( 1.0.3) and thus we construct our solution as perturbation of the 
linear solution. As in [9] we get to the conclusion that: 
Theorem 1.1 Let IPI < ro, there exists a Cantor set M of measure non-
z~ such that for p E M there exists a periodic solution of ( 1. 0. 2) denoted 
<i>(p) + u(p, O(p)) which satisfies the following estimate: 
(1.0.6) 
and 
IO(p) - wil < CIPI\ 
where <f>(p) = J?t,1 ( x )eint + ~v,1 ( x) cint 
Chapter 2 
reliminaries 
In this thesis we will construct time-periodic solutions of the Wave equation: 
{ 
8ttu = (8;x - v(x))u - g(u, x) 
0'.5x'.51r x,tEIR 
u(O,t) = u(1r,t) = 0 
Dirichlet boundary condition. 
Our assumptions on the v are: 
vis analytic in the strip llm xi ::; a 
v is real on the real axis 
vis even 
v(O) = v(1r) = 0 and vis 21r-periodic. 
(2.0.1) 
We call Lv the Sturm-Liou ville operator - l 1 + v and we label its eigenfunc-
tions(respectively eigenvalues) t/;1 ( respectively wJ I in the case of Dirichlet 
boundary condition there are only a finite possible number of negative ei-
genvalues) , j E rN , j 2: 1. 
The preceding conditions ensure that the eigenfunctions of the Sturm-
Liouville operator can be analytically extended to 2rr odd analytic functions 
and admit an expansion of the form (see[9]) 
'l/Jn(x) = L Jn(P) sinpx (XE C.) 
p~l 
The inner product is defined as 
(u, v) 1 12,r - u(x)v(x)dx 
21r 0 
11 
(2.0.2) 
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and we normalize our eigenfunctions such that 
And if u and v are two sequences in i2(Z) we define the inner product as 
(u, v) 11 (Z) = I: u(k)v(k). 
kEZ 
The nonlinearity g(u, x) is assumed to be polynomial of the form 
k 
g(u, x) = I: ap(x)uP (2.0.3) 
p=3 
where the ap(x) satisfy the condition 
(2.0.4) 
g(x, u) -g(-x, -u) and the nonlinearity g is of afleast order 3 . 
Rescaling the coordinate t --+ ~' the partial differential equation (2.0.1) 
becomes 
n2ag{u = (o;x - v(x))u - g(u, x) 
and we search for solutions of period 21r in ~- In this thesis we construct 
solution with frequency n close to wi, which we suppose positive (with little 
loss of generality). The frequency n is choosen very close to w1 so that 
W1 /2 s nmin s n s !1ma:i: s 2w1. We start by ari. ansatz and search for 
solutions of the form 
(2.0.5) 
and obtain formally 
(2.0.6) 
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Our aim is to find the coefficients u(j, k) and then go back to get a solution 
in the x and ~ variables. The solution tha.t we construct is an eigenfunction 
expansion so we will need a rapid deca.y of the eigenfunction to ensure the 
convergence of the series and so a solution in x a.nd ~ variables. We will 
thefore define suitables spaces to which it(j, k) will belong. 
2.1 Functions Spaces 
The properties of the functions spaces depend heavily on some estimates on 
the eigen Functions. However the proof of these estimates is very long so we 
have put it in chapter 7. 
Let Hm,., be: 
Hm,II = { u E l2 (1N X l) llull~,11 = 0 L (1 + lll 2r'lu(l)l2e2mlil < 00 }. 
IEINxl 
(2.1.7) 
Theorem 2.1 [10] Let m be a positive integer, and a real number s ~ 2. 
We denote by Hm,.s the space of sequences 
Hm,.s {u E l2 (1N X Z) llu/1~,s = 0: L (1 + lll2) 11 1u(l)l2e2mlll < oo}. 
IEINxZ 
(2.1.8) 
There exists a positive real number a:, such that Hm,s is a Banach algebra. 
Furthermore if m' ::; m then · 
Proof: 
Let ( Un )n be a Cauchy-sequence in Hm,,. 
\r'e:, 3N(c) such that p, q > N =} /lup - uq/lm,, < e: 
which can be rewritten as 
O' < c 
So 
l(up - uq)(l)I < e 'v'l E IN x Z. 
(2.1.9) 
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For a given l, (un(l)),. is a Cauchy-sequence in C which is complete and therefore 
(u,.(l))n is convergent. Let us denote u(l) its limit u(l) := lim(un(l)),.. We have to 
prove that u E Hm,•. (u,.)n is a Cauchy-sequence in Hm,• and therefore is bounded 
so 
Cl: L (1 + lll2)' ju,.(l)l2e2ml11 < co, 
IENxl 
and passing to the limit we deduce 
li,;:10: L ( 1 + lll2)' ju,. (l) 12 e2mlll < co 
IEll-•kl 
a L (1 + [ll2)' Jim lu,.(l)l2e2ml11 < co 
n 
IEINxZ 
a L (1 + lzi2)31u(l)l 2e2mlll < co 
IEINxZ 
sou E Hm,s. Let u(x,0 be 
where 
1
1r 11,r _ e-ik{ 
u(j, k) = u(x,€)1/Jj(.r) r,:,::. dxd€, 
o o v21r 
and 
-ik'{ 
v(x,€) = L v(j', k')1/Jp(x) e r,:,::. . 
. , k' v21r 
3 ' 
(uv)1k) 
We denote here by t/.Jk the coefficients of the eigenfunctions in the basis eikz and we 
have the expansion 
VJk(.r) = L ,,h(r)eirz. 
rEZ 
We now prove that there exists a such that [Juv[[m,, =:; llullm,,llv[ Im,, 
2.1. FUNCTIONS SPACES 
We expand these eigenfunctions as Fourier series 
1P11(x) = L~11(q1)i91 "' 
'II 
VJm 1 (x) = L ¢m, (,81)ei.O,:r: 
/Ji 
15 
(uv)1k) (21r)-312 I:u(l1,l2)v(m1,m2) fa" fo21r L ti&1,(qt)tJ;m,(P1)tbk,(ri) 
l,m q1,.01,r1 
ei(g 1 +.O, -r, ),: ei(l2+m2 -k1)f.dxd{ 
= I:u(l1,l2)ii(m1,m2) L -J1,(q1)-Jm1(,Bi)°l,1c1(r1) 
(2.1.10) 
and as well 
(2.1.11) 
We can eliminate the summation over /31 and m2 to get 
(uv)1k) = L L ..j2,;-a(l1,l2)v(m1,k2-l2)tb11 (q1)~m 1 (r1-q1)Jk,(ri) (2.1.12) 
l1 1l~ 1 m1 911r1 
l(uv)'(k)I = I L L ..j2,;u(l1,l2)ii(m1, k2 - l2)-J1 1 (qi)~m 1 (ri - qi)JkJr1)I, 
li}l:1.m1 91,r1 
applying now the estimate on the eigenfunctions (7.1.4) we have 
l(uv)1k)I :S C3 
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We now obtain an estimate of !luvllm,•· If denote D := jluv!I~.• we now obtain 
D < C3a L)l + lkl2)•e2mlkl L lii{l1,l2)ii(m1, k2 - l2)!e-"'•(llq1-r1l-lmdl) 
k li,l21m1,q1,r1 
{2.1.13) 
lkd :5 lk1I- !r1I + lr1! 
lkil :5 I lk1I - lr1I I+ hi 
!kil :51 lk1I- hi I+ h-qil+ lq1I 
lk1I :::'. I lk1I- hi l + lr1 - q1I + llqd- !Zill+ ll1I 
lkil $ I lkil - lr1I I+ jri - 91! - !mil+ lmil + llq1I - ]l1II + ]Iii 
lk1I + lk2I :5 llkd - !rill+ i1r1 -qd- !mill+ lmil + ll91! - !Zill+ llil + ]k2 l2I + ll2I 
lkd+lk2l-lli l-ll2l-lm1 l-lk2-l2I ::; llk1l-h II+ lh-qil-lm1 ll+lmil+llqil-ll1II• 
If we denote the left hand side by B and the right hand side by A, and let µ = (J'. -m 
the preceding inequality can be rewriten as A $ B which implies that 
mA<mB 
mA - mB - µB :5 -µB 
mA - (m + µ)B $ -µB 
mA - (J'.B $ -µB, 
inserting this bound into the exponential we obtain 
emlkl .e-mlll .e-ml(m, ,k,-1,)l .e-"'· (llkd-lr, ll+llr1-q, J-lm1 ll+lm1 l+llqd-1'111) 
which implies that 
The same inequality holds when l, m1, qi, r1 are replaced by l 1 , mi, Qi, r1. Let 
{2.1.14) 
and 
(2.1.15) 
2.1. FUNCTIONS SPACES 17 
we have 
Now inserting this into (2.1.13) and splitting the product 
we have 
k2 - /2)12)-•/2 lu( l1' l2)I Iv( m1 l k2 - l2) lemlll .eml(m, ,k,-!,)I e-µB ( 1 + lk 12)'1 2 
L (1 + ll'l 2 )' 12 (1 + ll'l 2t'12 (1 + l(m~, k2 - z;)l2)'12 (1 + l(m~, 
k2 - z;)l2)-•/21u(l~' z;)llv(m~, k2 - z;)lemll'I .eml(m~,k,-t;)le-µB (1 + lkl2)•/2 
< aC6 L L [(l+lll2)'12 1u(l1,l2)l(l+l(m1,k2-l2Jl2)'l2eml(m,,k,-l 2 )l 
lv(m~ l k2 - z;) 1e-µf 2B][(1 + lkl 2)'12 (1 + IL' 12)-•12 (1 + l(m~ l k2 - z;)l2)-•12 l 
(2.1.16) 
we can now apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get 
(1 + l(m~, k2 - z;)l2)'e2ml(m;,krl~}llv(m~, k2 - z;)l2e-µB]1/2_ 
If we call 
L (l + lkl 2)'(1 + 1!'1 2)-'(l + l(m'1, k2 - z;)l2)-•e-µB]1f 2 
l~ 1l; ,m~ ,q~ ,r~ 
fJ := [ L (1 + lkl 2)' (1 + 1112)-• (1 + l(m1, k2 - /2)12)-• e-µB] 1! 2 
l1,l21m11q1,r1 
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then f3 s C(µ, s). (The proof is provided in the next lemma.) 
e2ml(m1,hrl2)I lv(m1
1 
k2 _ I2)12e-µB]lf2 
x[ L (l+ll1 [2)'ju(l~,/2)1 2(l+l(m~,k2-I2)12)• 
Now applying the Cauchy inequality on the sum over k 
e2ml(m1,h1-l2)1 Iv( m1 I k2 - L2)12e-µB])l/2 
x( L [(l + ll1 [2)3lu(l~,/2)l 2(1 + l(m~,k2 - 12)12)' • 
e2ml(m~,k,-1;)1lv(m~' k2 - l2)12e-µB])l/2 
< oC6C(µ) 2 L (1 + lll2Y lu(/1' /2)12(1 + l(m1' k2 - /2)12)• 
e2ml(m1,k2-l2)ljv(m1,k2 - l2)l2e-µB 
< 2.csc(µ)2 '°'[o(l + lll2)J [u(I1 l2)12eml(m1,h2-l2)I 
Q L.,, ' 
1, ,12 
x L o(l+[(m1,k2-l2)1 2)'eml(mi,h,-l,)llii(m1,k2 12)12 L e-µB] 
k2 1m1 r1ftq1,h1 
< ¼c6C(µ)211ull;.,,llvll~ .• L 1e-µ(llr1-qd-lmdl)e-µ(llq1Hldl) I: e-µ(licd-lrdl) 
q, ,r1 k, 
if we denote by C1 (µ) the sum I: e-µlkl then 
.c.eZ 
D < ¼c6C(µ)2Ci(µ)llull~ .• llvll~ .• I: 1e-µ(llr,-q,l-lm1llle-µ(llq11-!ldl) 
q1 ,r1 
< ¼c6C(µ)2C1(µ)[[uil~ .• llvll;.,, L e-µ(llq1!-lldl) L e-µ(llr1-q,l-lmdl) 
q, r, 
We can then choose a(µ) greater then 1 such that we have the conclusion 
IJuvll~ .• s [lull~ .• llvll~ .• 
2.1. FUNCTIONS SPACES 19 
and hence 
lluvllm,,::; llullm,,llvllm,,-□ 
The next lemma was enunciated in [!OJ whitout P.roof> here we provide a 
proof. 
Lemma 2.1.1 Lets > 2 andµ > 0, then we have the following estimate: 
(1 + lkl2)e-;(llq1 -rd-mil+llld-!q1 ll+llkd-lrill) 
[ (1 + lll2)(l + (lm1I + lk2 -121)2)) ]" :::_.; c(µ, s) 
(2.1.17) 
Proof: 
13 = I: 
< 
Li. l2 
q1,m1,r1 
Using a Clarkson-like inequality from [7]: 
la+ blJ::; 2'- 1(lal' + lbl'), 
we now split the sum into A and B where 
(2.1.18) 
A I: . 2 •;' (1 + lkil2)e- ';-(llq, -r, l-md+llld-l<1dl+llk1 Hrdl) • = [ (1 + l112)(1 + {lmil + lk2 - l2l)2)) ] 
l1 ,Li 
qi, m1, r1 
< I: 2 •;' (lki1
2 + lki 12)e-l;-Olq,-rd-md+ll1d-lq,ll+llkd-lrdl) • 
[ (1 + lll 2)(1 +(!mil+ lk2 - l21) 2)) ] [ 11 l2 
q1,m1,r1 
< I: 2jk1 j2e-
1Hllq, -r,1-m,l+lll,l-lq, ll+llk,1-lr, Ill , 
[ (1 + 1112)(1 + (lmd + lk2 l21) 2)) ] 
l1, l2 
qi, m1, r1 
< I: 2
2(!k1 - rii 2 + lri12)e-1;-(llq,-rd-m1l+llld-l'ldl+llk1l-lrdl) , 
[ (1 + 1112)(1 + (lm1 I+ lk2 - l2l)2)) ] · 
l i' l2 
q1, m1, r1 
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Let Ebe 
A< L 
< I: 
+ I: 
+ I: 
and as 
we have 
2.1. FUNCTIONS SPACES 
lrd < lr1 - qd + lq1I 
< llr1 - qi!+ lq1II 
< lh - qil - lm1I + lmd + llqd - ll1II + llill 
< I llr1 - q1I - !mill+ lmil + llqil - llill + llil I 
Jril 2 < I llr1 - qij - !mill+ Jmil + llq1I - lldl + llil 12 
< 2[(llr1 - q1I - lm1II + lm1l) 2 + llqil- llill + ll1ll2] 
< 4[llr1 - q1I - lmill 2 + lmil2 + llq1I -11111 + llill 2] 
22,[4 llr1 - q1I - lmdl
2 + lmil2 + llq1! - I/ill+ lldl2 EJ' 
{1 + 1112)(1 +(!mil+ lk2 - l2l)2)) e · 
As we have 4 terms in the sum we establish the inequality 
( a + b + c + d)' < 2' - l ( ( a + b) • + ( c + d) •) 
21 
< 2•- 1(2'- 1(a 3 + b') + 2•- 1(c' + d')) 
< 22(•- 1l(a' + b' + c' + d') (2.1.19) 
and we deduce 
llr1 - qd - lmi/I 2 Ey 
(1 + 111 2)(1 + (lmd + lk2 -121) 2)) e 
llq1 - llill 2 EJ• 
(1 + lll2)(1 + (lmd + lk2 - 121)2)) e 
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the first two terms can easily be bounded by a constant dependent on µ. We call 
the next two terms A22 and A23 
A22 = 22·22(,-l) L 
l1ili 
q1, m1, r1 
cancelling m 1 by the term in the denominator containing m 1 
< C(µ) 
A23 follows similarly by cancelling now by l1. 
B = L 
I 1 1 l2 
qi, m1, r1 
2•- l 4(lk2 - l2 [2 + 1121 2 ) E • 
[(1 + 111 2 )(1 + (lmil + lk2 - 121) 2)) e l 
< 23' I: 
li,l2 
q1,m1,r1 
+23, I: 
l1, b 
q1, m1, r1 
If we call these two terms B1 and B2 then we can see that B1 is estimated as A22 
and B2 as A23 so 
B ,:5 C(µ).□ (2.1.20) 
Lemma 2.1.2 (10] Let f(u) be a polynomial in u of at least order 2 and of 
k 
the form f ( u) = I:: ak ( x) uP, and suppose that there is a constant M such 
p=2 
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that //ul lm,a :5 M. We have the following inequality 
IIJ(u)11m,s::; C1lliLII~,., 
23 
(2.1.21) 
where f ( u )' denotes the coefficients of the eigenfunction expansion off ( u). 
Proof: 
k 
ll/(u)11m,, = II L ap(x)uPIJm,J 
p:2 
k 
=, JJ(u2(L ap(x)uP- 2 ))11m,, 
p:::O 
k-2 
< 11( u2)11m,, ll[L ap(x )uP- 2)Tilm,,) p:O 
k-2 
< I Jul I;,.,, ."L 11 [ap( x)uP- 2TIJm,,) 
p=O 
k-2 
< !lull~ .•. L IJap(x)llm,,ll(uP- 2)1lm,s) 
p:0 
k-2 
< 111111~ .•. L llap(x)1lm,Jllull~~;) 
p=O 
k-2 
< IJuJJ;,.,, L 1Jap(x)11m,,MP-:z 
p::::0 
< llull~ .• c1 
which implies that llf(u)11m,, '.:: llullm,,ll 2C1, □ 
As we have a norm on Hm,.s we now define a new operator norm as follows: 
11s11;,,., = C1 max(sup I)1 + ll - l'l 2 )"IS(l, l')l2e2mll-l'I)' 
/ I' 
sup I)l + ll - l'l 2)"IS(l, l')l2e2mll-l'I)). (2.1.22) 
I' I 
We show that we can choose c1 such that this norm is submultiplicative that 
is: 
(2.1.23) 
Lemma 2.1.3 
(2.1.24) 
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Proof: 
IISTII;,,, = c1 max(sup 2)1 + ll - l1 J2)' IST(l, l1 )12e 2mll-l'I), 
I I' 
Consider 
x2 = sup I)1 + ll - 1'12)• IST(l, l')l2e2ml1-l'I) 
I I' 
then 
X 2 = sup L(l + jl - !'1 2)' i L S(l, k)T(k' /1)12e 2mll-l'I) 
I V k 
x2 = sup L(l + IL - l'j2)'1 L S(l, k)T(k,l'hi',~2(_1_)1/212e2ml1-1'1) (2.1.25) 
I jl k il'k 
We now want to have the product of S2 and T 2 . We thus have to find a suitable it'k 
and break the sum in (2.1.25) two parts using Cauchy-Schwarz to get the product 
so we choose 
jt 1 k(I + II - l'l2) = (1 + IL - kl 2)(1 + jl' - kl 2) 
we now have to prove that our (1'i•1c)- 1 is summable 
Let 
cl, 
2 c,, 
il'k = (1 + ll - kl 2 )(1 + IL' - kl 2)(1 + ll - l'l2)- 1 
= 
< 
< 
< 
1 (l+ll-1'12 ) 
ii'k = (1 + ll - kl 2)(1 + IL' - kj2) 
_1_ < _2(.....,l_+_ll_-_kl-,-2 ),....+-,-2_(.....,l _+_ll_' -..,.,,..,...k1_2) 
il'k - (1 + ll - k!'-2)(1 + jl' - kl 2) 
_1_ < 2( 1 + 1 ) 
"fl'k - (1 + II - kj2) (1 + IL - kl 2) 
L(-1 )' 
k "/l'k 
~2'((1+/-kl2) + (l+i/-k,2))' 
2·2•-l L( 1 )' ( 1 )' 
k (I+ ll - kl 2) + (1 + IL - kj 2 ) 
221-1277 (2.1.26) 
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where T/ is the sum of the double series I: ( i+lkl' )' which converges ifs > 1. 
keZ' 
We can now continue the proof. 
and applying Cauchy-Schwarz ot follows that 
X 2 :5 (sup I:(1 + ll - l112)'cf, I: IS(/, k)l 21T(k, l1)1 2·n~,1;e2mll-l'I) 
I 11 k 
x2 :5 4'17(sup I: I:(l + ll - kl2)(1 + w - kl2)1S(l, k)l21T(k, l')l2e2ml1-kle2mlk-l'I 
I I' k 
x2 :5 4'17(sup I:(l + ll - kl2)e2ml1-kl IS(l, k)l2 I: IT(k' l') 12 (1 + w - kl2)e2mlk-1'1 
I k I' 
If we choose ct = 41 17 
c1X2 :5 C1 (sup I:(l+ll-kl2)e2ml1-kj IS(l, k)l2. C1 I: IT(k, l')l2(1+1l'-kl2)e2mlk-1'1 
I k 11 
11sr11;,.,,:::; 11s11;..,,IITII;,.,, 
IISTllm,, :5 IISllm,,IITllm,,, □ (2.1.27) 
Definition 2.1 Let w, f; two elements of Hm,:s and their corresponding func-
tions in the x and { variables be v and w. We define an operator on this 
space W as follows 
W(v) = (wv)" 
Where the hat denotes the coefficients of the eigenfunction expansion of the 
product of v and w. 
The next lemma was enunciated in [lO]i we provide a proof 
Lemma 2.1.4 There exists a constant Cop such that: 
Proof: 
Wv(k) = (wv)"(k) = I: W(k, m)v(m), 
m 
We now show some properties of this operator: 
If we consider W as a matrix operator then we can write 
W(k, m) = I: W(k,j)6m(j) 
i 
(2.1.28) 
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where Om(j) = 0 if m -f j and Oj(j) l. Recall now (2.1.12) 
(wvHk) = '✓'h I: w(l1,l2)v(i1,k2-l2)1Pj,(q1 -ri)1p1,(qi),J;k,(ri)_ 
li ,q1 1r1 ,}1 ,l:;i 
If 
then 
i1 = m1, and k2 l2 = m2 so l2 = k2 - m2 
W(k, m) = I: tu(/1, k2 - m:;i).l.1/Jm 1 (qi - ri)1f1 1 (qi),J;k 1 (ri) 
IW(k, m)I ::; c3 I: lw(li 
I 
k2 - m2)le-o-.(llkd-lrdl+llr1-q,l-jmdl+llqd-ll1ll) 
l1 ,q1 ,r1 
IIW(k,m)II~ .• ::; c1C3 supI:(l+lk-ml 2Ve20-lk-ml I: lw(l1,k2-m2)I 
k m I " , , 1 ,ql ,r1 ,' 1 Jiql ,r l 
ltii(l~, k; - m2 ) ie-o-, (llk,Hrdl+llr1 -qd-lm,ll+llqd-1'1 ID 
e-o-, (llk1 I-Ir( ll+llr~ -q~l-lm1 ll+llq; Ht'tll) 
iril ::; lr1 - qil + lqil - !mil+ lm1 I 
hi- lmil::; lr1 - qij- lm1I + lqd 
llril - lmill::; lh - q1I- lm1II + lqil 
llr1l- lmill :5 llr1 - q1I - lmill + llqd- ll1II + llil 
As the eigenfunctions are numbered only by positive integers k1, m 1, Li the sub-
scripts are all positive 
lk1 - mil = llkil - lmill 
= llkil- hi+ lrd- lmdl 
lk1 - mil < llk1l- lr1II + llri - qij - lmill + llqil- ll1II + llil. 
(2.1.29) 
Let A be 
A = m(lk1 md + lk2 - m2I) - m(lk2 - m2I + I/ii) - u.(llk1I - lrill 
+llr1 - q1I - lmill + llqil llill) (2.1.30) 
A= m(lk1 mil) - mllil - u.(llkd - lrdl + llri - qi! - lmi/1 + llqil - llill) 
using the inequality (2.1. 29) 
A::; m(llkil lrill + llr1 - q1I - lmill + llq1I - llill + llil) 
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-a-.(llkil - lrdl + lh q1I - )mill+ llq1I- llill) 
As -µ(llk1I - lrdl + llri - q1I - lmill + llq1I- lltll) 
whereµ a-. - m 
IIW(k, m)II~.. ::; c1C3 sup L L (1 +(lid+ jk2 - m2 j) 1)•em(l1d+lk 2 - n1I) 
k m l1,q,,r1 
lw(/1, k2 - m2)le-m(llil+lk2-m2I) .emlk-ml(1 + (1111 + lk2 m2l)2)-$ 
X L (l+{ll~l+lk2 m21) 2)'em(ll\l+lk,-m,l)w(l~,k~-m2). 
(2.1.31) 
llW(k, m)II~.. ::; c1C3 sup L L [(1 + (lld + lk2 - m21) 2)'12em(lld+lk,-m,l)lw(li, k2 - m2)1]. 
k m l1,q1,r1 
[(1 + jk- ml2)'12e-µ 128 (1 + (ll1 I+ lk2 - m21) 2)-'12] 
X L [(l + (ll~I + lk2 - m21)2)•f2em(ll;l+lkrm;l)lw(l'1, k2 - mrnJ. 
Now applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality over the sum on l1, qi, r1 
IIW(k, m}II;,. < 
' -
c1C3 sup L L (1 + (llil + lk2 - m21) 2)'e20-(Jld+l1<,-m 2 lljw(li, k2 - m2)12 
k m '1,q1 ,r 1 
x L (1 + (llil + lk2 - m2l) 2)-'(1 + lk - ml2)'e-µB 
< C L (1 + (l/1 I+ lk2 - m2l)2) 8 e2o-(lld+Jk,-m,I) jtii(l1, k~ - m2) 12 
l1 1m:, 
. 
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We will denote these two sums A and B. As 
we have 
< c(µ, s)ilwll~, 
' 
and similarly for B. Then 
IIW(k, m)II~ .• :5 c(µ, s)llwll~ .• 
hence 
IIW(k, m)llm,• :5 cl!wllm,,-□ 
The next lemma was enunciated in [10] without proof. Here we provide one. 
Lemma 2.1.5 Let S be an operator acting on Hm, 3 and denote by ]ISIJ 0 P 
the standard operator norm, we have the inequality 
(2.1.32) 
Proof: 
l!Sull~ • = c1 L(l + lll2)'e20111 l(Su)(l)l2 
= C1 L(l + lll2)'e 201 '1 j I:s(I, k)u(k)j 2 
I k 
= c1I::(l+l/12)'e201'11I::s(I,k)u(kh:!2 .\12 
I k 'Ytk 
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We decide to choose "/lk = (i+· 1-;t~lf~+ k ]) and so applying Cauchy-Schwan~ we get 
as we did before we can prove that E + S 41 11 c1 and so 
k -Y,k 
IISull;;., J < c1 I)l + ll!2)'e2" 1' 1 LIS(/, k)u(k)l'iikc1 
I k 
< cy LL IS(l, k)u(k)l 2 (1 + lll2)'iike2" 1' 1 
I k 
< cf LL IS(l, k)u(k) 12 (1 + 11 (/lT1~~s+ lkl2)J (1 + Ill')' eZulll 
I k 
< cf I:(1 + lkl2)'Iu(k)l 2 LJS(l,k)l 2 (1 + ll kl 2 )'e2"11-kle2"1kl 
k 
< C1 L(l + lkll)• elulkl lu(k}l2 L cilS(I, k)l2(1 + ll - kl2)• e2ull-kj 
k I 
IISull!i,, < llull~ •• IISII~ .• 
because we can always suppose a ~ c1 hence 
IISll°P $ IJSllm,,-□ (2.1.33) 
Lemma 2.1.6 Let mo, s, m > 0 such that m > m0 and VJ a vector in Hm• 8 • 
Then we have the following estimate: 
(2.1.34) 
Proof: 
= a LI L(l + ll1 - l2]2)•/2eml1,-1llS(l1' l:i)(l + Iii - l2l2)-•/:Je-mll,-l2ltt,(I2)12. 
I 1 12 
Applying now Cauchy-Schwarz to the sum over lz we get 
IISttill~.o S a LL(l + ll1 l2l 2)'e2mll,-l 2 IIS(l1,l2)12 
I I ,, 
30 
and we conclude 
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I)1 + Iii -l2l 2r•e- 2mll,-l 21 1vi(l:i}l2 
1, 
1 11S vii lo,o :5 I ISi Im.• I lvil lo,o( 1 _ e-mo) . □ (2.1.35) 
Lemma 2.1. 7 Let X be a vector space of dimension n, and its canonical 
orthonormal basis (ei)i 1 ::; i ::; n. Let A be a self-adjoint operator defined 
from X to X, and {,\)i its eigenvalues. We denott by A(i,j) the matrix 
elements of the representation of the operator A in the basis (ei)i, and we 
define an inner product (, ) and thus a norm. 
Suppose l>-il > f, rfi, 1 ::-; i ,S n, then we have the relation 
(2.1.36) 
Proof: 
As A is self-adjoint there exists a basis of orthogonal eigenvectors Vii and corres-
ponding eigenvalues .X, which we normalize {Vii, r/;;} = 1. Let x EX 
n 
X = LXiVJi 
i::::l 
n 
Ax = L Xi Ai Vii 
i::::1 
n 
{Ax, Ax}= L lxi.Xil 2 
i::::l 
n 
11Axll2 :5 m!lx J,\d2 L Jxil2 
• i::::1 
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l!Axll 2 :'.S ffii3,X l>-;1 2(x, x} 
' 
We have as well 
n 
l!Aedl2 = LIA(i,j)l2 so 
j:::::l 
IIAedl ~ IA(i,i)I 
and combining (2.1.37) and (2.1.38) we have 
IA(i,j)I '.S l!Aedl ~ mi3,xl>.dje;l 2 = milxl>-d-
' ' 
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(2.1.37) 
(2.1.38) 
(2.1.39) 
Now A is self-adjoint and invertible, its inverse A- 1 has eigenvalues f, and using 
(2.1.39) we get 
jA-1(i,J)I ~ mlx 11.i 
and so 
2.2 Some useful estimates 
Lemma 2.2.1 For O < 'Y < 1 we have 
and 
Proof: 
s = 
< 
< 
< 
" e--.,111 < 64 
L.J - /2 
1eZ1 
Let S := L e-.,ltl 
1eZ 2 
I: e-.,1,, 
1eZ 2 
2 L e--,1•2 L e--rh 
11eN 1,eN 
4( 1 )2 
1- e-"Y 
64 2 
( 1 - e-"Y) . 
(2.2.40) 
(2.2.41) 
(2.2.42) 
(2.2.43) 
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We now prove that for 
. Let 
so 
g(,) = 4 4e-, - 1 
g(O) = 0 
91 ( 1 ) = 4e--r - 1 
as 1 :5 1 then e I S e 
1 
and e_., > -
- e 
1 g'(-y) = 4e_.., - 1 > 4- - 1 > 0. 
- e 
We can then conclude that g(,) ?: 0 for O S 1 < 1 and 
so 
hence 
Let 
4 4e_., -1 ~ 0 
4(1 - e--,) 2_:: 1 
1 4 
---<-1- e--r - 1 
s < 4 
16 
·,2 
< 
64 
2· 
' 
f(l) = l4e--r1 (l ?: 0) 
f'(l) = 4l3e--r' - 1l4 e_..,, 
f'(l) =l3e--,1(4- 1l) 
f'(l) = 0 implies l = ~ which is a maximum because "Y > 0. 
"'f 
We can deduce that 
l4e_..,, < J(i) = 44 e-4 
- "'f ,4 
(2.2.44) 
/4e--,I S ~: ,0 (2.2.45) 
We denote the weights (1 + IY1 - Y2] 2) by (Y1 - Y2). In the lattice Z x IN we 
consider a path from Yi to Y2 with Q steps. That is we number /Jo Yi, till 
/JQ = Y2· The object of this is to derive some properties of the weights. The 
next lemma was enunciated in [8] without proof. Here we provide one. 
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Lemma 2.2.2 We have the properties: 
Q 
(Y1 - Y2) 6 ~ c(Q, s) L(,8q :--- ,8q-1) 6 (2.2.46) 
q:::::l 
where ,80 = Y1 a.nd ,8Q = Y2 and 
L Q (Y1 - Y2)s ~ c(Q, s) 
{h,11,Y2 Qsteps Ilq=l ({3q - ,8q-l) 5 
(2.2.47) 
Proof: 
From [7] we have the relation 
(a+ b)' ::; 2'(a' + b') for s > 0 
(y1-Y2) = l+IY1-Y21 2 
Q 
= l + I L(,Bq - ,Bq-1 )12 
q:::::l 
Q 
< l + 2Q-l L l,Bq - .8q-il2 
q=l 
Q 
< 2Q-1 L(l + l,Bq - .Bq-112) 
q=l 
Q 
< 2Q-l L(,Bq - ,Bq-i} 
q:::::l 
Q Q 
(L(,Bq - ,Bq-1))'::; 2•(Q-l)(L{,Bq - ,Bq-1))' (2.2.48) 
q:::::l q:::::1 
Q-1 
(y1-Y2)' < (2Q-lL(,Bq-,Bq-1))' 
q:::::l 
Q 
< c(Q,s)L(,Bq-,Bq-1)'. 
q:::l 
and (2.2.46) is proved. 
We here make the summmation over all the paths from y1 to Y2 with Q steps . Let 
A be 
(2.2.49) 
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Using (2.2.46) we deduce 
< 
c(Q, ~) L~=l (/Jq /Jq-1}3 
HJ=l (/Jg - /Jq-1)' 
(2.2.50) 
and 
A < 
where r, is the sum of the series L (l+i1 ri)'. D 
1ceZ~ 
We now define a new diagonal operator V(Q). Let x = (j, k) and y = 
(j'' k') 
V(O)(x,y) = (wJ- Q2k2)o(x,y) 
We have the following property: 
Lemma 2.2.3 
Proof: 
c(O) IIV(O)wllm--,,s 5 -2 llwllm,s 
' 
IIV(O)wll~-1 ,, = o I)l + lll2)'e:i(m---,)III IV(rl)w(L)I 
= o L(l + l'l2)1e2<m--y)I/I IL V(O)(l, k)w(k)l 2 
k 
(2.2.51) 
(2.2.52) 
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- a I)1 + lll2)'e2(m-;)lll l(w]- k2n2)w(l)l2 
I 
From [9J we have the asymptotics wJ = j2 +v• +d(j). So for j large enough<.,. J :::; 2j2 
and so there exists c such that wJ 5 (2 + c)j2 for any j ;?: L 
and 
IIV(O)wll~-;,, < L o(l + il! 2)'e2(m-;)ili[(2 + c)(j2 + k20 2 )]21w(l)l 2 
I 
< c(Oma:c) ) : a(l ~ !ll 2)' e2(m.-,/ij ifi4 lw(l) 12 
! 
< c(Oma:c)) ~ c,(1 + !l!2)'!w(l)i2e2"i1!!ll4 .e- 2;ill 
i 
< c(Oma:c) (2:;)4 )
1
: a(l + ifi2)' iw(i)!2e20111 
< c(Oma:c) llwl12 
1 4 m,, 
(2.2.53) 

·i 
Chapter 3 
onstruction of the solution 
In this chapter we start the construction of the solution of (2.0.1). We use 
the technique outlined in [9] which we adapt to the spaces Hm,$ which are (as 
we proved in chapter 2) a Banach algebra. This property simplifies the proof 
of the construction of the solution. First we find an approximate solution 
u0 , then using the Nash-Moser method we construct a sequence u11 which 
converges to the solution of the infinite dimensional problem. Let L be a 
positive integer then we define B(L) as 
B(L) = {(j, k) E IN X z, Iii+ lkl $ L}. (3.0.1) 
Here we use the sequence LP= 2PL0 • Let N = {(1, 1), (1,-1)}; we denote 
by B(L) := B(L \ N) 
Definition 3.1 A sequence (wj)j is (do, Lo) nonresonant with wio if there 
exists r ~ 1 such that for all (j, k) E B(Lo) we have : 
(3.0.2) 
and 
(3.0.3) 
As in [9] we take io = 1. 
Definition 3.2 A site (j, k) is said to be d3 -singular if lk2rl2 - wJ I < d3 • 
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As we said in (2.0.5) and (2.0.6) we transform a continuous problem into a 
discrete one, which we solve. The systems of eigenfunctions tpj(x) and eik( 
are complete; and we can say that 
[g( u )](j, k) (3.0.4) 
We rewrite (2.0.6) as a vector equation to get 
V(Q)u + W(u) 0 (3.0.5) 
where V(Q) is the operator defined in (2.2.51). Wis the nonlinear operator 
defined by 
(3.0.6) 
We linearize the operator F(u) about u = 0 to obtain the operator H(u) = 
V(Q) + DW(u) which we call the Hamiltonian. We will have H(0) = V(Q)i 
which we will need to invert to apply the implicit function theorem. This 
leads us to find the kernel of V(Q), that is the functions r.p such that: 
V(Q)r.p = 0. (3.0.7) 
We choose our frequency n very close to w1 hence (3.0.7) implies that 
(3.0.8) 
which has two solutions n = ±r = ±w1 and ip has support in N so we split 
the space /2 (fN x Z) to get 
Definition 3.3 Let x = (j, k) we define the vector ¢{p) as follows 
cp(p)(x) =~(Pi+ ip:1)8(1,i)(x) + ~(Pi - ip:1)8(1.-l)(x). 
(3.0.9) 
(3.0.10) 
cp(p) spans the subspace l 2 (N). Now followimg the Lya.pounov procedure we 
split the problem (3.0.5) in a system of two equation~: 
{ 
P(V(Q) + W(u)) = 0 
Q(V(Q) + W(u)) = 0. (3.0.11) 
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P is the projection onto B((N x Z) \ N) while Q is the projection onto 
N. Having transform the problem into the form (3.0.11) we apply the 
Lyapounov-Schmidt procedure to solve it. It is solving the Q-equation that 
restricts the existence of solutions for n = Q(p) a smooth curve which Taylor 
expansion is given in chapter 6 in (6.0.16). For any u E l2 (N x Z) we have 
the decomposition: 
u(x) = <P(P)(x) +u(x) (3.0.12) 
where u E l2 ((!N x Z) \ N) and <P(P) E l2 (N). We denote by * the lattice 
involution: 
x = (j, k) ⇒ x" = (j, -k) 
Let p = (P1 1 P:2) and we will also denote by p" = (p1 1 -p:2), Let y = (1, 1) to 
write 
The following covariant properties exist: 
Lemma 3.0.4 [9) 
Proof: 
1 - 1 -) ef,(p)(x) = 2(Pi + ip:i)a'.1,1(x) + 2(pi - ip:i a11 -(r) 
= ~(Pi+ i-p2)ay(x) + ~(Pi - i-p2)a'y•(x) 
= ef,(pi, -P:i)(r) 
:::: ef,(p•)(x) 
= ef,(p•)(r) 
We know that x = y ¢=:? x• = y* and x = y• ¢=:? x• = y so: 
ef,(p)(x) = ~(Pi - ip2)a'11 ° (x•) + i(P1 + ip2)a'y(x*) . 
= ef,(p)(r*). 
Hence we have ,p(p)(x) = ,p(p•)(r) = <t,(p)(x*). 
Furthermore if p is real the property 
(3.0.13) 
(3.0.14) 
(3.0.15) 
(3.0.16) 
(3.0.17) 
□ 
(3.0.18) 
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holds. 
We denote by Te, the translation acting on sequences u(j, k): 
For p = (PI, P2) we define 
where the following property holds 
Lemma 3.0.5 [9] 
Proof: 
4,(Tgp)(x) = 4i((cos(0)p1 - sin(0)p2, sin(0)p1 + cos(//)p2))(x) 
= ½[(cos(0)p1 - sin(0)p2) + i(sin(0)p1 + cos(0)p2)]6y(x) 
+½[cos(0)p1 - sin(0)p2 - i(sin(0)p1 + cos(0)p2)]611 • (x) 
(3.0.19) 
(3.0.20) 
(3.0.21) 
= ½[cos( 0)p1 + i sin(0)p1 + i( cos( 0)p2 + i sin(0)p2)]611 (x) 
+½[(cos(0)p1 - isin(0)pi) - i(cos(0)p2 - isin(0)p2)]611-(x) 
= ![ei8P1 + ei8 ip2]611 (x) + ![e-i9P1 - e~i 9ip2]8.,. (x) 2 2 
= eii ½(p1 + ip2)6y(x) + e-18 (p1 - ip2)0y• (x) 
= T94'(p)(x).□ 
Now if we denote by </>(p)(x) a function associated with a vector </>(p)(x) 
then we have the relation: 
Lemma 3.0.6 
</J(p) = ¢>(p) (3.0.22) 
Proof: 
(3.0.23) 
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because the eigenfunctions are real on the real axis 1P1(x) = 'l/i1(x) whenever x E IR 
and 
¢(p) = (Pi+ ip2)'1/i1(xk{ + ~(P1 'ip2)'1/i1(x)e-i{ 
= ¢(p).o (3.0.24) 
We have now a relation between the norm of <f>(p) and the modulus of p: 
Lemma 3.0.7 
(3.0.25) 
Proof: 
11¢(P)II¼,. = o(l + 22)' I !(P1 + ip2)12e2a(l+l)o(l + 22)' I !(P1 - ip2)12e2a(1+l) 2 2 
5• 2cf"l l (I . 12 I . 12) < o e 2 Pi + ip2 + Pi - ip2 
< o5'e40 ~[2(1Pd 2 + IP21 2) + 2(IP11 2 + IP2l2)] 
< 2o5'e4a[(!Pd 2 + IP21 2) + (IP11 2 + IP21 2)] 
< 4o5'e"ulPl 2 
so we have the relation 
(3.0.26) 
We will denote by Ko := 2,ja5•/2ea and by IIPII := 11¢(p)llu,, For any u $ 7i we 
also have 
ll¢(p)llu,, $ KolPI-□ 
3.1 The approximate problem 
The method of the construction of the solution uses Newton's method. We 
need to find a good the first approximate solution (called uo) to ensure that 
iteration converges very rapidly. 
3.1.1 Existence of the solution 
We denote the projection onto B(Ln) by Pn and by Vo(resp W0 ('")) the 
projection of V(resp W0 (u)) on B(L0 ). We want to solve 
P(V(S1) + W(u)) = O. (3.1.27) 
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First solve the approximate problem PoF(¢(p) + u) = 0. In this case we are 
resticted to a finite pa.rt of the lattice N X Z a.nd the proof is an application 
of the implicit function theorem. We solve the approximate problem: 
Po(P(W(fL) + V(n)(u)) = 0 (3.1.28) 
on a finite dimensional subspace B(Lo). We can decompose 
u = ¢(p) + u, 
where ¢(p) is the projection of u on the sites N = {(l. 1), (1, -1)} a.nd u has 
support in (B(L0 ), we then have : 
P0W(¢(p) + u) + V(n)(¢(p) + u)) = 0 
P0W(¢(p) + u) + P0V(n)(¢(p) + u) = 0 
P0W(¢(p) + u) + PoV(n)(¢(p) + u) = 0 
P0W(¢(p) + u) + Po V(n)u = 0. 
this is because P0V(n)(¢(p)) = 0. Let F1 be 
F1 ((p, n), u) := PoW(¢(p) + u) + PoV(n)(u) = 0 
a.nd differentiating (3.1.30) with respect to u we get 
F{ ((p, n), u) = V0 (n) + Po W~ ((p, n), u). 
We have 
F1 (p = o, n = w1, u = o) = o. 
We linearize the solution a.bout u = 0 a.nd (p = 0, n = wi) to get 
F{ (p = 0, n = W1, u = 0) = Vo(wi) 
Now (w1)1 is (do, L0)-nonresona.nt so that 
(j, k) E B(Lo \ N), IV(wi)((j, k), (j, k))I 2: do 
(3.1.29) 
(3.1.30) 
and V0 (w1) is invertible; we can apply the Implicit Function Theorem to 
obtain an approximate solution on B(Lo \ N) which we call u0 • We want 
now to find a neighborhood in which the solution lies. For this we use the 
following lemma.: 
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we have 
(3.1.31) 
Proof: 
We have 
PoW(</>(p) + u) + Vo(O)u = 0, 
adding -Vo(w 1 )u to each side, 
-Vo(w1)u = PoW(¢(p) + u) + V(O)u - Va(wi)u 
-Vo(wi)u = PoW(<J>(p) + u) + V(O)u - Vo(wi)u 
u = -Vo(wi)- 1 [PoW(<J>(p) +u) + Vo(fl)u - Vo(wi)u] 
so solutions of the approximate problem are fixed of the opera.tor S defined by 
(3.L32) 
To get a neighborood in which the solution lies, we must find the conditions on p 
and n which will ensure that this operator is a contraction. Let 
where 
S2 is a diagonal operator; let l = (j, k) 
S2(l,l)= 2 
1 
2k2(w]-02k2-(w]-wfk2)) Wj -w1 
IS2((j, k)i (j, k)]I < d~ 111 2 - wi!k 2 
k2 
:5 do1n+w1I-IO-wiJ 
< C(Dma,:)£51("\- I do u w1 ' 
IIS2(u)ll;o,1 = a LU+ lll 2)'e2" 0I1I .l(S2u)(l)j 2 
I 
= a L(l + lll2)'e2uol11_, I:S2(l, i)u(i)l2 
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= a I)l + /ll2)1e2<1olll_lS2(l,l)i.i(l)I" 
I 
< (c(nma..-)L51n-w1l)2a I)1 + 1112)•e2<Tolllli.i(l)l2 
do 1 
hence 
< (C(Q~az)Lij 1n- w1l) 2 lli.ill!o I 
0 ' 
IIS2(i.i)ll<Ta,• s C(n~:,,)L~ 1n w1llli.ill<Ta,•· 
Si(u) = -Vo(wi)- 1 PoW(i.i). 
Here -V0 (w 1 )- 1 is a diagonal operator which satisfies the property 
1Vo(wi)- 1((j, k), (j, k))I S }
0
, 
applied to the vector P0 W(ii), so as we proved for S2 we have 
(3.1.33) 
Using now the lemma 2.1.2 and the fact that our nonlinearity is of at least order 3 
we deduce that 
and as u = ip(p) + uo we have 
1!S1(fi)ll<To,• :$ ~: 114,(p) + uoll!a,• 
IIS1(u)ll<To,• s ~: 22 (ll¢J(PHl!0 ,, + lluoll!0 ,,). 
We have the following restrictions IPI :$ Kol~1ca, so using lemma (3.0.7) we have 
IIPll 5 16gh,. We have lf2 - w1I 5 fl we impose an additional one lluoll<Ta,• 5 ½ 
to prove that 
8Cw 3 1 IISuoll<ro,• :$ ~IIPII and IISuoll<ro,• 5 2 
which will imply the statement in the lemma 
1 
< Cw do 22(11Pll 3 + lluoll!0 .,) 
< 4Cw }
0 
(IIPll3 + (8~
0
w )3 IIPll9) 
< 4Cw :
0 
IIPll3(1 + (8;; )3 IIPll 6). (3.1.34) 
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Under the following restrictions on IIPII S 16f~:i which we introduce into (3.1.34) w 
we get 
Now if we have d0 small enough then 
And on the other term we had the following estimate 
If we add now the fact that 10 ,... w1 I $ t, we can say that 
0 
which implies that 
11S II < C(Omar)L5 do 2.4Cw II ll3 2u ao,1 - do L5 P . 
So for Lo large enough we will have C(O.,.gr)L~ ~ = C(O,,....,) < l 
do L 0 Lo - 2 
and hence 
. 3 1)4Cw 3 IISullao,, $ (2 + 2 TIIPII 
and 
IISullao,' $ 8~ow IIPll3 
dl 
and as I !Pl I :5 ~ we have also 
. 3 1 8Cw d~ 3 IISullao,• S (2 + 2)T( 162ca,) 
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. 3 1 8Cw dg 
llSull"a,• < (2 + 2)T 16sca, 
ds 
IISull(7o,• ::S 165~a, 
and for d0 small enough we have 
IISull(7o,• ::S ~ 
which proves that the solution will lie in this neighborhood of the origin. We show 
now that S is a contraction to prove that the fixed point lies in the ball Y of centre 
0 and raduis 8~
0
w IIP!l 3. Let 
B(u2 - ui) := -Vo(w1t 1{V{O)(u2 - u1) - Vo{wi))(u2 - ui) 
11B{u:i - ui)i1<1 0 ,, = II - Vo(wi)- 1[V(O) - Vo(wi)](u2 - ui)ll<1a,• 
< sup l(-Vo(w1)- 1[V(n) - Vo(wi)])(l, l)lllu2 - ui!l(7o,• 
IELo\N 
< sup I Vo(wi)- 1(1,l) sup (V(P.)-Vo(wi)](l,l)lllu2-u1!1<1a,• 
IELa\N IELo\N 
1 L2 
:5 do I d;c(nmo~)(n-wi)l,llu2 - u1ll<10,• 
1 2 I do I < do ILoC(Omo~) Lg I lu2 - U1 I <1a,• 
C(Oma:c) II II < Lo u:i - u1 <10,•· 
So for Lo large enough 
Let 
A(u2 - ui) := v0- 1(w1)(Wo(<P(P) + u:i) - Wo(a(p) + ui)). 
To apply the fixed point theorem we need to show that S is a contraction from Y 
to Y 
IIA(u:i u1)lla 0 ,, = 11Vo- 1{wi)(Wo(cp(p) + u2) - Wo(4>(p) + ui)ll<10,, 
< sup 1- Vo(wi)-1(l,l)IIIWo(4>(P) + u2) - Wo(<P(P) + ui)ll<10,, 
IELo\N 
< }
0
111
1 
DW(cp(p) + u2 + r{u2 - ui)){u2 - ui)drll<1o,• 
1 
< d sup IIDu W{cp{p) + U1 + r(u2 u1){u2 - ui)ll<1o,• 
0 O!:r:Sl 
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I 
< d sup IIDuW(ef>(p) + U1 +-r(u2 ui)]la0 ,,Jlu1 - u2lla0 ,a 
0 0~ r::; 1 
< ~: CDw(llef>(p)II + I ludl + rj !u2 - U1 I 1) 2l]u1 - u2lla 0 ,,. 
The Cop comes from the fact that we have replaced the operator DW by ~lte poly-
nomial DW as in lemma 2.1.4, 
We have assumed that the nonlinearity is a polynomial of order 3 at least and the 
first derivative is of at least order 2 then fact that IIPII < k implies 
- w 
So for do small enough we have 
1 
IIA(u2 - ui)IIO"o,• < 2llu1 - u2II0"0,• 
11S(u:.i) - S(ui)II '.5 IIA(u2 - ui)ll.,.o,• + IIB(u2 - ui)/1.,.o,• < !lu1 - u2ll"o,• 
hence S is a contraction. D 
• ldn 1 d1 N, Let ro = mm ( 2 zr, 2 Kot6lC~), we now define o as 
No= {(p, n) E IR 2 X fR such that IPI < ro and 1n - w1] < ro} (3.1.35) 
and the Po complex neighborhood of No, (No, Po) by: 
(No, Po)= {(p1, f21) E C2 xC where (P1, f21) E No and ✓IP - Pii 2 + lf2 - fltl 2 ~ Po} 
(3.1.36) 
We will for convenience take p0 = r0 and we ha.ve the following corollary: 
Corollary 1 For (p, Q) E (No, p0) we have the following estimate 
(3.1.37) 
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Proof: 
As long as (p, 0) E (No, Po) we have 
and as well 
d2 
111-wil ~ ro +Po~ Ko16~ca, 
so we can use the lemma 3.1.1 to deduce that 
(3.1.38) 
(3.1.39) 
(3.1.40) 
We also define rewrite r0 := L02-1'/. For any TJ greater than 2 we can ta.ke Lo 
large enough such that r0 := L02 -1'/. We now show some covariant properties 
of the solution uo. 
3.1.2 Properties of u0 
Lemma 3.1.2 [9] The solution uo of {S.1.28) satisfits the following covari-
ant properties: 
and furthermore 
Proof: 
{ 
W(Touo) = ToW(uo) 
V(D)uo(x) = V(D)uo(x) 
W(uo.l_ = W(uo(x)) 
uo = uo 
uo(P, n, x) = uo(P, D)(x") 
uo(P*, fl, x) = uo(P, r.!, x) 
V(D)To = ToV(D). 
{3.1.41) 
{3.1.42) 
(3.1.43) 
{3.1.44) 
The relation in (3.1.44) comes from the fact that V(11) and T1 are diagonal. Let 
u(j, k) be the lattice representation of a function u(:r, €). Then e0•11 u(j, k) is the 
lattice representation of u( x, e + 0): 
u{:r,€) = Lu(j,k)i"{t/J1(x) 
j,lc 
u(x, € + 0) = I>u, k)i"({H)ipj(x) 
j,I< 
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u(x,e + 0) = I>ik8u(j, k)eik{i,bj(x) 
j,k 
T8W(u)(j,k) = eikB 1 .. 12" 'PJ(x)e-ikrg(u(x,O)dxd( 
= 1 .. 12" i,bj(x)e-ik({-B)g(u(x,e))dxd( 
We now make the following change of variables TJ = e - 0 and we get 
TeW(u)(j, k) = f 2" f2"- 9 ,Pj(x)e-ikf'/g(u(x, TJ + O))dxdTJ lo -8 
= f2" f 2"- 9 ¢;(x)t!-ik'1g(T,u(x, 77))dxdTJ lo -8 
and as the integrand is of period 21r in TJ we have 
Now going back to equation (3.1.29), uo satisfies 
Po W(¢,(p) + uo(P, D)) + V(n)(¢,(p) + uo(P, 0)) = 0 
TePoW(<P(P) + uo(P, n)) + V(f2)(¢,(p) + uo(P, f2)) = 0 
Po W(Te ¢,(p) + T,uo(P, f2)) + T11 V(f2)(¢,(p) + uo(P, f2)) = 0. 
As V(f2) is diagonal it commutes with Te so 
PoW(Ts¢i(p) +T9uo(p,f2)) + V(D)(T,¢,(p) + Teuo(p,D)) = 0 
and as Te<P(p) = <P(Tep) 
PoW(¢,(Tep) +T11uo(p,D)) + V(f2)(¢,(Tep) +T,uo(p,D)) = 0. 
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(3.1.45) 
(3.1.46) 
(3.1.47) 
(3.1.48) 
(3.1.49) 
(3.1.50) 
The Implicit Function Theorem provides the uniqueness of the solution so we can 
conclude that T9u 0 (p, n) = uo(Tip, D) . Restarting again by 3.1.29 u0 satisfies 
(3.1.51) 
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1" 12" t/i1(x)e-ik{g(uo + i(;))(x,()dxd( + V(f.l)uo(j, k) = 0 
1" 12" t/i1(x)ei1<eg(uo + cfa(p))(x, ()dxd( + V(n)uo(j, k) = 0. 
Now we evaluate u(p, 0) 
j,k 
= I:u(p, O)(j, -k)1P1(x)e;1<e_ 
j,k 
(3.1.52) 
(3.1.53) 
So u(p, O)(j, k) = iI(p, O)(j, -k) and u(p, n, x) = u(p, n, x•) 
[" {2" lo lo i/Jj(x)eik{g(uo(p,O)(x) + <f>(p)(x))(x, {)dxcl€ + V(S1)uo(P, f.l)(x)(j, k) = O 
(3.1.54) {" (2" ~,,..,...,...... 
lo lo T/11(x)eik€g(uo(p,S1)(x•) + </J(p)(x))(x,()dxcl€ + V(O)uo(P, O)(x)(j, k) = O 
(3.1.55) 
[" (1" -lo lo 1P1(x)eikeg(uo(P, O)(x•)+ip(p)(x ))(x, ()dxd€+ V(fi)u 0(p, O)(x•)(j, -k) = 0. 
(3.1.56) 
By the uniqueness of the Implicit Function Theorem we know that the only function 
v that satisfies 
(3.1.57) 
or 
1,r 2,r I 0 1 V'i(x)ikCg(v + </)(JJ)(x))(x,()dxd~ + V(O)v(j,-k) = O (3.1.58) 
is uo(p,O,x) so we conclude that uo(p,O,x) = uo(p,n)(x•) and we can as well 
deduce another property of uo from (3.1.56): 
so if we change x ➔ x• then 
{" {2,r -lo lo VJ;(x)eikf.g( uo(P, n)(x) + </J(p)(x•))(x, ~)dxd€ + V (TI)u0 (p, O)(x)(j, -k) = O 
I 
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1" fo2 ,r 'Pj(x)eiktg(uo(P, D)(x) +4>(p•)(x))(x, ~)dxd~ + V(fi)uo(P, D)(x)(j, -k) = O 
and as before we deduce that tto(p•,fi,x) = uo(p,!1,x) 
u = L u(j, k)1/lj(x)eik{ 
j,k 
so 
u = L u(j, k)1Pj(x)e-ik{ 
j,k 
= I:uU, -k)1/J;(x)e-ik{ 
j,k 
:::: =fr □ . 
3.2 The Nash-Moser method 
Our aim is to solve the problem 
F(u) = P(W(u) + V(O)(il)) = 0 
Having solved the approximate problem 
Po(P(W(u) + V(O)(il)) = 0 (3.2.59) 
on a finite dimensional subspace B(Lo), we now construct a sequence u,. 
which will converge to u the solution of F(u) = 0. 
Taylor's formula states that: 
F(¢(p)+un+ou) = F(¢,(p)+u,.)+F'(¢(p)+un)ou+ fo 1 F"(<i>(p)+u,.+rou)ou.oudr 
( 3.2.60) 
we write 
(3.2.61) 
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and we can then rewrite 
our goal is how to prove that: 
Jim F( </>(p) + Un+1) = 0. 
n➔oo 
We denote the projection onto B(Ln \ N) by Pn and by P the projection 
onto l2 (IN x Z \ N). Lo will be chosen very large to ensure that our algorithm 
to construct the solution converges. We know that F'(u) = V(Q) + DW(u) 
which we have to invert at each iterative step of Newton's method to get a 
better approximate solution. As we just proved in the lemma 2.2.3 V (Q) is 
a mapping from su--.,, 11 to su,11 so its inverse (whenever it exists) will be 
from su,11 to su--,,11 • We will have to choose the sequence 'Yn carefully so 
that a - I:n 'Yn > 0. Before we start Newton's method we already expect 
some loss of decay at each stage of the iteration. We now start by a simple 
lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let 'Y > 0 and denote by Dn the projection on Ln then 
Proof: 
Since Iln ((/ - Iln)u) = 0 then 
and 
II(! - Iln)ull~.• = I: (1 + 111 2)' lu(l)l2e2u 
1112£,, 
I: (1 + lll2)'1u(l)l2e2(ut-y--y)III 
lll~L,. 
= I: (1 + 1/12)' lu(l) 12e2(u+-,}III e-2-,111 
lll~L ... 
< e-2-,L,. I: (1 + lll2)'1u(l)l2e2(u+-,)11I 
lll~L,, 
< e- 2-,L"llull2 o+-,,• 
II(/ - Iln)ullo,, ~ e--,L,. llullo+-,,•.□ 
We now prove an estimate on F( </>(p) + u0 ) 
(3.2.62) 
(3.2.63) 
(3.2.64) 
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Theorem 3.1 Let u0 be the solution of the approximate problem (:U.28). 
Then there exists co such that we have the following estimate 
(3.2.65) 
Proof: 
Since 
PoF(¢,(p) + uo) = 0 
then 
IIF(¢,(p) + uo)IIO'o-2"'ro,• = 11(1- PLo)F(¢,(p) + uo)IIO'o-2"'ro,• 
= 11(1- PLo)(V(n)(uo + ¢,(p)) + W(¢,(p) + uo)IIO'o-"'ro,• 
V(n) is diagonal so 
(1 - PL0 )(V(n)(uo + ¢,(p)) = (V(n)(l - PL 0 )(uo + ¢,(p)) = 0 (3.2.66) 
IIF(¢,{p)+ U_o)IIO'o-2"'ro,• 11(1- ho)W(¢,(p) + ua)IIO'o-"'ro,• 
< e-"'roLollW(¢,{p) + ua)llco-"'ro,• 
< e-"'roLoCw!l¢(p) + uoll!o-"'ro,,) 
< e-..,oLocw(IIPII + 8Cw IIPll3 )3 
do 
< e-"'roLocw IIPll3(1 + 8Cw IIPll2 )3 (3.2.67) 
do 
For Lo large, ro becomes very small, and as IIPII :5 ro we can deduce· 
IIF(<J,(p) + uo)llao-2"'ro,• :5 IIPll2e-..,0 L0 
:5 IIPll 2eo. (3.2.68) 
where co = e-coLo and Co :5 1o. D 
At each iterative step we want to get an estimate of the norm of 
F(ef>(p) + Un+i) which is of the form : 
where O'n is a sequence with a strictly positive lower bound (O'n > ~ > 0 Vp) 
and €n is a sequence converging towards zero as n tends to infinity. We will 
proceed in two steps : 
First we split the operator F into two parts 
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and we want to get the estimates 
1 
IIPn+1F(</>(p) + tLn+r)llan+i 5 ~tn+l IIPII 
1 
ll(J - Pn+i)F(¢,(p) + Un+1)llan+1 5 2c11+1IIPII 
where the sequence Un, converges so that its limit u satisfies: 
F(</>(p) + u) = 0. (3.2.70) 
Pn+i(F(</>(p) +Un)+ P'(</>(p) + tLn)ou) 
+Pn+dfo
1 
F"(</>(p) + Vn + rou)ou.oudr) 
(3.2.71) 
We now decompose Pn+ 1F(</>(p) + Un+1) in two parts: 
where 
{ 
An+I = Pn+1(F(</>(p) +Un)+ F'(</>(p) + Un)ou) 
Bn+I = Pn+I lei F"(</>(p) +Un+ rou)ouowlr. 
The Nash-Moser method consists of finding ou such that 
{ 
An+l = Oi 
and support of ou C Ln+I with Pn+l 8u = ou. 
Now 
and a.lso 
because Pn+I ou = ou. We take 
(3.2.72) 
(3.2.73) 
(3.2.74) 
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and we need the restriction of the Hamiltonian H to Ln+i: 
(3.2.75) 
to be invertible. (3.2.74) can be rewritten as 
( 3.2.76) 
and substituting (3.2.76) into (3.2.73) we have 
An+I = Pn+I (F(¢,(p) + Un)) - (Pn+I (F'(un)Pn+I )(Pn+I (F'(¢(p) + Un)Pn+1)-l 
,Pn+I (F(¢(p) + Un)) (3.2.77) 
so 
We denote by Gn+I the inverse Hn+I. We check now that at each iterat-
ive step all the conditions are fulfilled to invert the Hamiltonian and we 
introduce now the following sequences 
which are used during the iteration. where Mn is defined by 
(3.2.78) 
Taking the norm of (3.2.76) 
I loun+il lan-2-Yn :S IIGn+l ( Un) I lan-2-Yn J IPn+1F( Un) llan-2-Yn ( 3.2.79) 
Since l IF( Un + ¢,(p)) I Ian :S en I IPI I we want to prove that at the n + l th. stage 
we still have 
!IF(un+l +¢(p))!IO"n+i :S c"n+illPIJ. (3.2.80) 
The estimate on IIGn+J(Un + ¢(p))ll<1n-2-Yni 
(3.2.81) 
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that we use in the next equation is the object of the whole of chapter 3. We 
use it here and provide the proof later. 
IIPll2 IJoun+illa,..-2,..,n :5 d O IIPn+iF(un + ¢>(p))llan 
0 n+l 'Yn 
as IIPn+1F{un + ¢>(p))II S IIF(un + <P(P))IJ so 
We have 
IIPll2 lloun+illan-2"/n :5 d O 2cnllPll-
o n+l 'Yn 
Un - 2-yn 2:: Un+l 
Mn+l = llun+l + 4>(P)llan+i 
Mn+l $ llun + ¢(p)llan+i + lloun+ilia,..+1 
Mn+l $Mn+ IJ5Un+illan+1· 
We derive another estimate of Mn+l 
where 
00 
en N=L § 2· 
n::::::O do r+l 'Yn 
and we define the number C3 by 
Cw 3 C3 = 8 do K0 + N 
and we choose Lo very large such that 
1 C3ro < -. 
- 2 
We now have to prove an estimate on llun+l I la,..+ 1 -2-rn+i, 
n 
where Un+l = uo + L 6Ur+l. 
r::::::O 
(3.2.82) 
(3.2.83) 
(3.2.84) 
(3.2.85) 
(3.2.86) 
(3.2.87) 
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We note that the sequence On 2,n is decreasing : 
and so 
On+l - 2rn+l = On - 2,n - 3,n - 2rn+l 
On+l - 2rn+l ~ On - 2rn• 
n 
llun+1llo-n+1-2"1n+1 < IJuolla-o-2--to + L ll 0ttr+1llo-r+1-2-Yr+I 
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(3.2.88) 
(3.2.89) 
Since Lo large, 1 < k, and kr In eo = -coLokr, ekr lneo dominates the other 
terms in the sum. Hence 
( 3.2.90) 
And similarly as for Lo large enough the sum in (3.2.89) is converg{'nt and 
the condition of equation (3.2.87) is as well satisfied. We continue from 
(3.2.84) to get 
(3.2.91) 
Let 
(3.2.92) 
Rn l]Pn+1(fo
1 
F"(rp(p) +Un+ TOttn+1)0ttn+1•0ttn+1dr)llo-n-2-Yn 
< sup IIF"(¢(p) +Un+ TOUn+1)ottn+1•0ttn+1llo-n-2-Yn 
-rE[O, l] 
< sup IIF"(¢(p) +Un+ TOttn+1)llo-n-2-rn•lloun+1ll0-n-2-rn•lloun+1llo-n-'.;l-rn 
-rE(O,l] 
< sup Cp,11¢(p) +Un+ TOttn+illo-n-l'"fn .11oun+1ll!.,-2-yn' 
-rE(O,l] 
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where CF" is the constant corresponding to the polynomial F". Therefore 
We have the relation 
This implies that 
Recalling (3.2.93) we deduce 
As we want 
. 1 
IIPn+1F(</>(p) + Un+1)II ::; f;n+illPII 
the following condition is needed 
cnllPll
3 
2 1 II I MIIPll(d r: ( )) ::; -2cn+l Pl oun+l 'Yn 
7 c; 1 kn+! I 
MIIPII d202 2 :5 -2co IPII 0 n+l/n 
MIi 116 2knL2a2(n+l)2a 32(1 + n
2)2 < ! kn+t 
p co O . 2 - 2€0 
O"o 
Mjjpjj6c~2-k)kn22(n+l)a-1 L5a. 3222 .e2ln(l+n2) ::; 1 
O"o 
322
2 
MLo12-611e(2-k)k"huo.e2(n+l)a-l)ln2 +2alnLo::; l 
O'o 
3222 MLo12-611e-coL0(2-k)k"e2(n+l)a-l)ln2 +2alnLo::; 1. 
O'o 
(3.2.94) 
(3.2.95) 
For n large as 1 < k < 2 we have (2 k)kn » 2(n + l)o - 1 and (3.2.95) is 
satisfied. For n small the linear growth of Lo in -coLo(2-k)kn will dominate 
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2a ln Lo so choosing Lo very large (3.2.95) holds any n. 
We now prove that 
1 11(1 - Pn+I)F(<f;(p) + Un+1)llun+1 ~ 2cn+l jjpjj. 
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Applying now the formula on the residuum, we now want an estimak of the 
form 
1 
ce-Ln+l'YnllPII ~ 2€n+1IIPII- (3.2.96) 
Let In+I = 11(1 Pn+i)F(<f;(p) + Un+1)llun+i 
In+I - II(! - Pn+1)[V(D)un+I + W(<f;(p) + ttn+1)]Jlun+1 
= 11(1 - Pn+i)V(D)un+l + (I - Pn+1)W(<f;(p) + Un+1)Jlu.1+1 
ll(J - Pn+1)W(<f;(p) + Un+1)Jlon+1 
< JJ(J - Pn+i)W(<f;(p) + Un+iJllon-3"fn 
< e-Ln+l"fnJJW(<f;(p) + Un+dllon-3"tn+"fri 
< e-L,..+i "'" 11 (W ( <f;(p) + Un+l) I lo,..-2"/n 
< e-Ln+l"fnCwll</J(p) + Un+ill!n-2"(,,) 
< ce-Ln+l"f"Cwll</J(p) +Un+ 8un+ill!,..-2"(n 
< ce-Ln+l"fnCw(IIPll3 + llunll!,..-2"(,.. + ll8un+ill~n-hJ 
< ce-Ln+l"fnCw(IIPll3 + IIPll6 + ll8un+ill!,..-2"(J 
< ce-Lri+l"fnCw(IIPll3 + IIPll6 + IIG(<f;(p) + Un)ll!,..-2"(,. 
xl!Pn+1F(<f;(p) + Un)ll~,.-2"(,.. 
< ce-Ln+l"fnCw(IIPll3 + IIPll6 + IIPll
6 
cnlrPll3) 
do8n2'Yn 
< ce-Ln+i'YnllPll3 (3.2.97) 
and we now go back to (3.2.96) and require 
-L 1 Ce n+l"fnjjpjj:::; 2cn+ilJpJJ. (3.2.98) 
We need: 
-ag 2n+I L 1cn+I I C.e3~(1+,..:lJ· o.e- . neo:::; L 
As 2 2:: k, 2n+1 grows quicker than kn+I and by choosing c0 :::; i a.nd Lo 
large we have 
2n+l ao L --- l kn+l L kn+l 
- o( 2 ) » -nEo- =coo 32 1 +n 
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and (3.2.96) is satisfied. 
We will denote 8un+l by Vn so that we can write 
(3.2.99) 
In Newton's method we find the "correction" Vn such that 
Pn+l (F(¢(p)+un(P, !l, x )+DF(¢(p)+un(P, !l, x))vn(P, !l, x )) = 0 (3.2.100) 
Lemma 3.2.2 [10] The spectrum of DF(¢(Tep)+u(Tep, !l)) is independent 
of B. 
Proof: 
TsF(¢i(p) + u(p, 0)) = F(Ts(¢i(p) + u(p. 0))) (3.2.101) 
We differentiate (3.2.101) with respect to ¢i(p) + u(p, 0) and apply the chain rule 
to the right hand side to get 
TsDF(tj,(p) + u(p, r:l)) = DF(Ts (¢i(p) + u(p, r:l)))Ts (3.2.102) 
TsDF(¢i(p) + u(p, r:l))Ts- 1 = DF(¢i(Tsp) + u(Tsp, 0)). 
DF(¢i(p) + u(p, 0)) and DF(¢i(Tsp) + u(Tsp, 0)) are unitarily equivalent. The 
spectrum of an operator is independent of the basis in which it is written so 
DF(¢i(p) + u(p, 0)) and F(¢i(Tsp) + u(Tsp, fl)) have the same spectrum. D 
Lemma 3.2.3 [10] The correction Vn (p, n) satisfies the property 
(3.2.103) 
Proof: 
Pn+l (F(¢i(p) + Un (p, 0, x) + DF(¢i(p) + Un (p, 0, x))vn(P, 0, x)) = 0 (3.2.104) 
We start by multiplying (3.2.104) by Ts to get 
Ts Pn+l (F(tj,(p) + Un (p, 0, x) + DF(¢i(p) + Un(P, n, x))vn (p, n, x)) = o. (3.2.105) 
Since Ts and Pn+l commute 
Pn+l (TsF(ip(p) + Un(P, n, x) + TsDF(¢i(p) + Un(P, n, x))vn(P, 0, x)) = 0 
So we can use (3.2.102) to deduce that 
Pn+l (F(¢i(Tsp) + Un(Tsp, n, x) + DF(¢i(Tep) + Un (Tep, n, x))Tsvn(P, 0, x)) = 0 
and hence T,vn(P, n, x) = Vn (Tsp, n, x). 0 
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Lemma 3.2.4 The "correction" Vn satisfies the following covariant prop-
erty: 
if p E IR X IR and n E IR we have Vn E; IR 
Proof: 
so 
Pn+l V(O)(un + ef,(p) + Vn) + Pn+i W(un + ef,(p) + Vn) 
+Pn+l V(O)vn + Pn+1DW(un + ef,{p) + Vn)Vn = 0. 
At the site (j, k) E B(Lntl) we have 
+(w}-02 k2 )vn(j, k) + 1 2 1': 11': VJ;(x)e-ik{g'(ti-;; +ti;+ <,b(p})ti;dxde = 0 (:L2.107) 
and taking the conjugate of (3.2.107) we get 
r2,r r -(wj - IT2k 2 )vn(J, k) + lo lo t/!;(x)eik{g'(un + Vn + ef,(p))-;;;:dxde = o. (:J.2.109) 
We now make the restriction n E IR and p E IR so we can use (3.1.42), 
(:J.2.110) 
and introduce these relations into (3.2.109) to get 
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Since Vn is unique we deduce that 
Vn(j,-k) = Vn(j,k). 
Now consider x E (0, ,r] 
ti;;(x,{) = L Vn(i, k)T/1,(x)ik{ 
(j,k)ENxZ 
= L 1/1,(x) L(vn(j,k)ik{+v,dj,-k)e-ik{) 
,eN keZ 
(3.2.112) 
= L 1/1,(x) L (vn(i, k)eik{ + Vn(j, k)eik{) (3.2.113) 
jeN keZ 
and since vn(i,-k) = Vn(j,k) and ',Uj(x) is real when xis real we have v;' E IR for 
real x. . □ 
Lemma 3.2.5 For (Poi i1o) E (Nn, P2") we have the following estimates on 
Vn 
(3.2.114) 
4 1'3 0 (3.2.115) 
and therefore there exist constants M{ 1 M{p and M{ n such that 
00 
L llvn(p,i1)!1u,,.+ 1-2't'n+ 1 :::; M;Pr5 :5 r5 (3.2.116) 
n::::0 
(3.2.117) 
(3.2.118) 
Proof: 
Let (p1, f21) E Nn, denote R by R := Pn · Take (Po, !:lo) E (Jlln, '1'° L Ci(resp C2) to 
be the circle of center p1 ( resp n1 ) and radius R( resp R). The analytic dependence 
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of Vn with respect to the parameters helps us to derive the estimates on Un (p, fl) 
using the Cauchy estimates. 
Recalling (3.2.82) we have 
when (p1 + Rei~, 0 1 + Rei¢) E (Nn,Pn), and when pis on the circle C1 
IP - Pd = R = Pn 
so 
R R 
IP Pol = IP - P1 + P1 - Pol 2: IP - Pd - IP1 - Pol ~ R - 2 = 2 
and also when n E C2 
R 1n - Ool 2:: 2 . 
Using the Cauchy integral formula we have : 
8v 1 £ £ v(p,n) 
-8 (Po, Do)= -4 2 ( )2(f2 n ) dpdf2 P - 1r c, C1 P - Po - o 
and. we deduce the formula 
(:3.2.119) 
(:3.2.120) 
(J.2.121) 
(J.2.122) 
(:3.2.123) 
When p is on the circle C1, IP - Pol 2:: ~ and when n E C2, ID - flol 2;: f So we 
have: 
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Figure 3.1: The circle C1 of center p1 and radius R 
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Applying Cauchy--Schwarz we get 
W bl . ., ~ ri .. , r, , 
· e are now a e to get an estimate on me norm or B; ~Po, Hoj: 
and using the estimate (3.2.125) 
I)t + lll2)'e2mi1i 12" 12" !v(p1 + Re''l'.',f21 + ReiW)(j,k)l 2d¢idt/J 
I 
< fo 21r fo 21r ,)!2 !!t1(P1 + R.e;,t,, 01 + Re'w)i!;.,,d</idt/J (3.2.126) 
As in (3.2,126} we can write 
and using (3,2.82} we get 
II ~;~7 (p, n)ll!,,+i ----2-r,,+1 (:L2.128) 
We now introduce the value of R = Pn+i and get 
(:3.2.129) 
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Let us define 
Once again as kn ln co = -c0 Lok" and k > I so ek" In eo dominates the other terms 
in the sum and we will prove that 
S := lim Sm < !ro. 
m -2 (3.2.131) 
where Tm = E:=o L~+2fJ+2e-coLok" .e-na In 2 .e°' In Lo .e2 ln(l+n')e(n+l)(a+2/J+2) ln2. 
Tm will converge to a number, say T. Hence we have the estimate: 
(3.2.133) 
Now ro = po and for Lo very large we have 
(3.2.134) 
Similarly we derive estimate for the derivative with respect, ton, and 
O¾ 4 ~ II ar. (p,11)110-+1-2-r.-.+1 :5 --d /, ~zcn, 
H Pn+l O n+l ;n 
(3.2.135) 
hence 
(3.2.136) 
0 
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Lemma 3.2.6 u0 satisfies the following estimate 
Proof: 
Here R= Po a.nd (p,f2) E (No,Po)- From (3.1.37) we have 
so as in (3 .2.126) we get 
Cw 3 liu(po, Do)llm,J S 8doro 
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(3.2.137) 
(:L2.138) 
ll8nuo(Po, Oo)ll;0 ,J S )!2 fo 2 .. fo2rr llu(p1 +Re'~, n1 +Re'")ll;0 ,,d¢d?J, (J.2.139) 
implying 
11
2 16 2 Cw 6 ll8nuo(po, n) ao,' S 1r2p2 21r 87r0 
0 0 
_ p.2.140) 
and Po= ro so 
p.2.141) 
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Chapter 4 
he inversion of the 
amiltonian 
We have constructed the solution of the ?-equation provided that we have 
a good estimate on Gn+l (equation (3.2.81)) and in this chapter we provide 
the proof of this result. 
The Hamiltonian H can be written in the form H = V(n) + DW(u). We 
make the distinction between the sites l at which jV(r2)(/, l)I ~ d8 , (called 
nonsingular sites) and the one at which they are small. Intuitively we can 
see that, when u is very small, H(p, n) is just a perturbation of V(Q) and 
therefore on nonsingular regions the operator H (p, n) will be easy to invert. 
In this chapter we start by inverting the operators on nonsingular regions 
and afterwards we proceed to the singular ones. Let us denote by c;(p, n) 
the eigenvalues of H(p,n). In this chapter we invert H{p,n) for va.lues of 
{p, n) such that ei(P, S1) satisfies lei(P, S1)1 ~ .in. In the next lemma we prove 
that DW(u) is self-adjoint. 
Lemma 4.0. 7 [9] DW( u) is a self-adjoint operator 
Proof: 
Let 
(4.0.1) 
and u the function associated with the lattice vector u(j, k). We have: 
Jim lg(u + h)-:: Dg(u)h) I= o. 
h➔O h 
(4.0.2) 
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We denote by W(u) the vector 
( 4.0.3} 
and Du W(u)(j, k)(i', k') is the pa.rtia.l derivative of W(u)(j, k) with refer to the 
component (j', k'), 
DuW(u)(j,k)(j',k') = 121r 1r t/J1(x)e-ik{1Pj'(x)eil•'{Dg(u)dxd€. ( 4.0.4) 
Indeed let l be defined by: 
l = l~ W(u + h)(j, k) - W(ut(j, k) - Du W(u)h(j, k). (4.0.S) 
We have 
= lim W(u + h)(j, k) - W(u)(j, k) - Du W(u)h(j, k) 
h➔O h 
= 12r 1r e-ik(V'j(x)g(u + h) - g(u) -hDg(u)VJj•(:t:)eik'!h dxd€ 
= 12r r e-ik{tJ,1(x) lim g(u + h) - g(u) hDg(u)'I/Jj'(x)eik'(h dzd€ 
o lo h➔O 
= (l,r r -ikemr t/1· () ,k'eg(u+h)-g(u)-Dg(u)hd d€ lo lo e J z h~ i' x e ht/ij'(x)e•k'e x 
= f'l,r r e-ik{t/Jj(x) !im t/ip(x)eik'eg(u + h) - giu) - Dg(u)h dxd€ 
lo lo h➔O h 
= 12,r r e-ik{t/.ij(x)t/Jj•(x)eik'{ !im g(u + h) - g~u) - Dg(u)h dzd{. 
o lo h➔O h 
= 0. (4.0.6) 
Now we prove that the operator DW(u) is self adjoint. 
DW(u)(j, k)(j'' k') = 12 T( 11(' 1Pj(x)e-ik{t/J;,(x)eik'{Dg(u)dxd€ 
= 12" 1r t/J;(x)ik{tpj'(x)e-iJc'eDg(u)dxd€ 
and as il is real on the real axis we get 
DW(u)(j,k)(j',k') = 121(' 1" T/11(x)eik{Vij'(x)e-ik'eDg(u)dxd€ 
= DW(u)(j',k')(j,k).□ (4.0.7) 
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4.1 Inversion of the local Hamiltonian on singular 
regions 
4.1.1 The nonsingular case 
The estimates of GA where A is a nonsingular region are easily computed 
using Neumann series: 
Lemma 4.1.1 (8] Let AC tN x l. be a nonsingular region, denote by G(resp 
GA) the inverse of H (resp HA) then for ro small enough we have the follow-
ing estimate: 
Proof: 
G..-. = (VA(n)+W~(ef,(p)+un))- 1 
= [(J + W~(ef,(p) +un)VA- 1)V..-.r 1 
= v; 1(J + W~(¢(p) + Un)Vi 1) 
= v; 1 I)-W~(ef>(p) + ttn)vA- 1]P. 
p 
As DW is a polynomial of at least order 2 we get 
-
A is nonsingular, we have IV(O)(j, k)(j, k)I > d, = t for (j, k) EA, he~ce 
11v;1(11)11"··• ::; VCI }
0
. 
From ( 4.1.9) we deduce the inequality: 
I IG ..-.11<1,.,1 :5 l1Vi 1 ll<1.,1112)-Dw,,. (ef>(p) + Un) v; 1 )Pllu.,,. 
p 
(4.1.8) 
( 4.1.9) 
(4.1.10) 
We must now prove that the serie (4.1.10) converges for ro small enough .. We require 
that 
1 do II - DW..-.(ef,(p) + tln)ll<1,.,1::; 4c1 2 
however it is known that 
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So and use (3.2.91) to require the condition: 
2 CDw,<ill 11 do CDw,,, ll(<P(P) + Un)lla.,, :5 - 4 - P :5 4 . 
This will be satisfied for r0 small enough (which means Lo large), then 
our series converges and the following bound follows: 
4.1.2 The singular case 
Let S be a region conta.ining only singula.r sites. We define the In-
neighborhood of S, C1": 
C1" = C(S) = {x = (j, k) E IN x l dist(x, S) < ln}. 
In the case of case of Dirichlet boundary condition (u(O, t) = u(rr, t) = 0) 
the singular sites consist of isolated points but for other boundary problems 
(for example periodic boundary condition u(O, t) = u( II", t)) they may consist 
of bounded regions of the lattice. In this thesis we assume only that the 
singular regions are bounded so the proof provided here is applicable to a 
large variety of boundary problem. 
Here the technique that we use relies on the fact the the sites l = (j, k) at 
which IV(O)(l, l)I is small are very far from each other making, the Neumann 
series used to invert it convergent. 
This chapter is a.bout getting an upper bound on IIG1,+1llun-2-Yn so we start 
by getting an estimate on the matrix elements IGc1,. (l 1, l2) I : 
Lemma 4.1.2 [8] 
IG (l l )I < C e-unll1-l2l(l + ll - l 12)-!/2 Cr,. 1, 2 _ On I 2 (4.1.11) 
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Proof: 
As in the Poschel lemma from [17] we will use a decomposition of the local Hamilto-
nian in block diagonal and off-diagonal parts : 
He,,.= Ho EB Hs + fs,o 
where C,,. = SUD, D is the nonsingular region around Sin Ct,.. 
We use the following resolvent identities 
or 
Ge, .. = (Gs EB GD) -Ge,Js,D(Gs EB GD). 
(4.1.12) 
(4.1.13) 
( 4.1.14) 
(The proof of these identities is provided in chapter 6 in (7.1.30).) These formulas 
are combined to get : 
Ge,,.= (Gs EB Go) (Gs EBGo)rs,D(Gs EBGD) + (Gs EBGD)rs,DGe, .. (Gs EB GD) 
(4.1.15) 
We will consider the 4 cases that can occur when l1 and 12 are in C, .. 
{ 
Case 1. it, l2 E S 
Case 2. l1 E S , l2 ~ S . 
Case 3. l1 ~ S , l2 E S this case is similar to case 2 
Case 4. li,h ~ S. 
Starting with Case 1: 
Let ei an eigenvalue of He, ... We have the property that je;(p,O)I ~ dn for 
(p, 0) E Nn+l, (see the lemma 5.0.5 and equations (5.0.5) and (5.0.25) ), further-
more He, .. is self-adjoint so using the lemma 2.1.7 we have the inequality 
Let Co be the constant 
The property 
then implies that 
Ca= sup (e"'• 11 •- 121 (1 + ll1 -1212)'12) 
11,l,ES 
(4.1.16) 
(4.1.17) 
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Case 2: 
/ 1 and l2 are not in the same blocks 
(Gs EB Gv)(l1, l2) = Gs(l1,l2) + Gv(li,l-2) = 0, 
applying (4.1.14) the relation 
IGe1...(l1, /2)] = l L Ge .... (l1, /31)r s,v (/31, /32)G v (/32, l2)I. 
/J1ES,/J2ED 
follows. Now using in addition 
He,,.= Hv EB Hs + fs,D 
we get an estimate on the norm of r s,v. f s,D is given by: 
rs,v = He,,..-HvEBHs 
(4.1.18) 
= (PV(fl) + DPW(<P(p) + u)) le,,.. -(PV(Q) + DPW(<P(p) + u)) Iv 
-(PV(n) + DPW(¢i(p) + u)) Is . 
Using the fact that V(n) is diagonal we deduce 
and thus 
fs,v = DPW(ip(p) + u)) lc1,. -DPW(¢(p) + u) Iv 
DPW(ip(p) + u) Is, 
llfs,vll.,.,..,$ < 3IIDPW(¢(p) + u)II,-,,.,, 
< 3Cw,vwll¢(p) + ull~ ..... 
< c2Cw,vwl1Plf2 
< 2IIPll2-
Dis a nonsingular domain so using (4.1.8) we have 
4 IIGvllo,.,, $ do 
and the following estimates are deduced: 
Gv(x, y) $ d: (1 + Ix - yl 2)-•f2e-0 •1,·-11I 
rs,v(x, y) ~ CIIPll2(1 + Ix - Yl 2)-•12e-""• 1"'-YI. 
Now introducing (4.1.17) into (4.1.18), 
IGe,,.. (li,l:i)I $ L Co e-u,.jl,-Pd(l + ll1 /31!2)-•12 11Pll2 Jn /J,ES,/JaED 
( 4.1.19) 
(1 + l/31 -/3:zl 2)-•f2e-u,.IP,-/Jal :
0 
(1 + 1.32 - l212)-•f2e-o,.I.O.-l,I 
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using the lemma 2.2.2 finally find 
IGc,,. (/1, l2)I :'.S ;: IIPll2 d: ~-a,.lli-i,l(l + ll1 - ll2)-s/2. 
Case 3:The third case is similar to the second one. 
Case 4:We now consider the fourth case, we use the formula on the weights and 
(4.1.14). 
Ge,~ = (Gs EB GD) - (Gs EB GD)fs,D(Gs EB GD) 
+(Gs EB GD)fs,DGc,. (Gs EB GD)fs,D). 
As l 1 and l2 are in the same block D we have 
(Gs EB GD)fs,D(Gs EB GD)(/1,/2) = L GD(l1,/Ji)fs,D(/31,/3-i)GD(f31, l2) 
/J1,/J2ED 
but fs,D(/31,/32) = 0 because /31 and/hare in the same block. This means that 
(Gs EB Gn)fs,D(Gs EB GD)(/1,!2) = 0. The estimate on (Gs EB Gn)(l1,l2) can be 
found by using (4.1.8) as Dis a nonsingular region. 
We now establish the estimate on the third term. Let 
/1, ,{J,. E D;{J3 ,/1, ES 
xGn(/J4,l2) 
( 4.1.20) 
( 4.1.21) 
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IIPll 2 (1 + l.82 - .Bal 2)-'12e-"•1.B2 -.83 l~e-"''l.83 - 12 I 
do 
(1 + I.Ba t2l 2)-•12 
< C e-a,.11,-121 (1 + 111 - l212)-•/2 
on 
hence we have shown that: 
4.2 The general case 
(4.1.22) 
Lemma 4.2.1 1 If l1 and 12 are two distincts singular sites in Ln \ Ln-l 
then ll1 - l2I ~ ln, 
We have proved an estimate on Ge,,. (l1 , / 2) for li, l2 E C(S), we must extend 
this estimate for any l1,l2 in Ln \ Ln-1· Let us denote by Sj, any singular 
region. Here A= (Bn \ N) \ (U;S;) is a nonsingular region surrounding the 
Sj and A'= (Bn \ N) \ {UjC(Sj)) a region surrounding the In-neighborhood 
of singular region. We write the region Ln in two ways :AU (UjSj) and 
A' U {UjC{Sj)). 
Now we prove an estimate on jG(l1, /2)1 for any l1, l2 in Ln \ Ln-1 and we 
deduce an estimate on l!Gn+illo-,.-2-y,.,.r: 
Lemma 4.2.2 [10] We have the following estimate of the Gn+l: 
r5 C 
IIGn+1llo-n-2'"Yn,-' $ d& On(2rn)2 • 
Proof: 
H,. the local Hamiltonian can be written as: 
H n = HA (;B H s + r AS 
or Hn = HA' (;B Hs + r A'S 
where S = UjSj, Now as in (7.1.29), we have 
1This lemma is proved in theorem 4.1 
{ 4.2.23) 
(4.2.24) 
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and 
Gn+l = G1,. 1 $ U;Gc(S;) - (G1,. 1 $ U;Gc(S;))r A'SGn+l· 
Now we put (4.2.24) into (4.2.25) to get: 
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(4.2.25) 
Gn+l = GA' E0 U;Gc(S;) - (GA, ffi U;Gc(Sj))r A1s[(G1,. $ U;Gs,) 
-(GA ffi U;Gs;)r ASGn+il 
= G1,., EB u;Gc(S;) - (G1,., EB uiGC(s;))r 1,. 1sGA EB uiGs, 
+(GA, EB U;Gc(S;))r A'SGA. EB UjGs,r 1,.sGn+l· (4.2.26) 
In (4.2.26) we have a formula of the form: 
where 
and 
so we have 
(I - /3)G = o: 
and formally 
G = (I - /3)-lo: 
00 
= L pma. 
m=O 
Therefore 
Gn+l = GA, E0 U;Gc(S;) + (GA, E0 UjGC(s;))r ,1,.1 s(GA E0 U;Gs,) 
00 
(4.2.27) 
( 4.2.28) 
(4.2.29) 
( 4.2.30) 
(4.2.31) 
L ((GA, E0 U;Gc(S;))r A1 s(G,1,. EB U;Gs,)r ,1,.s)r(GA1 EB UjGC(S;) + 
m:::::1 
Let define the matrices r, q and s as follows: 
{ 
s =GA' ffi uiGC(s,) 
r = (G1,., EB UjGc(s,)r A1s(GA EB U;Gs,) 
q = (G1,. 1 EB UjGc(s,))r 1,. 1 s(GA EB U;Gs;)f As) 
q(l1, l2) := ((G,1,. 1 ffi u1Gc(s,J)r A's(GA EB U;Gs,)r As)(l1, l2). ( 4.2.32) 
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We show that this geometric series converges; that is llq(l1J2)llu.,• < 1, 
Here we have to consider 4 cases: 
{ li E C(S) or li E A' l2 ES or I, EA 
We start by 11 E C(S).l2 EA; 
( 4.2.33) 
Gc(S) has only terms in C(S) so /Ji E C(S). Then /31 E A.1 and f A'C{S) has only 
interactions terms between A' and S so /32 E A'. Now starting from the left, f AS 
has only interactions terms between A and S, as /2 E .t we have /33 E A and 
hence /32 E S which contradicts the fact that /32 should be in A' therefore the case 
li E C(S), l2 E A is impossible. 
Li E C(S),l2 ES; 
{31 E C(S) ==> /3-i EA' and f AS has only interactions terms so l2 E S ==> fJ-3 EA. 
/J2 EA because of GA and recalling the fact that AC A' it is clear that the length 
of the path taken from 11 to l2 is longer than l,,.. because /33 E A1 and /2 E S. 
Let 
jq(/1 ,l2)I = I L GC(s)(l1, {Ji)r A'c(s)(/J1,P2)GA(/32,/J-J)f As(/J3, l2)I 
fJ, ,/J2,/J3 
< L ...!:..e-u-ll1-.Bd(1 + ll1 -/Jil2)-•/211Pll'le-O'nl.B,-.B2I 
o,,.. 
.Bt • .B,,.03 
(1 + I/J1 - /J2l2)-•12 C e-O'nl.i',-.03 l(l + l/32 /J3l 2)-•12 11Pll 2 
do 
e-u,.l,83-l,l(l + I/J-3 -1212)-,/2_ 
/3 = ll1 - /Jil + I/J1 - /321 + 1.02 -.831 + l/3:1 - l2I- (4.2.34) 
Here we have Q = 4 steps while /3 2'. l,,.. and fJ 2'. Iii - l2 I then 
e-O'n,B e<-,,.-+-,.--,,.)p 
< e-(O'n--rn)/Je--rn.8 
< e--r,.ln e-(0',. --,,.)111 -1,J. (4.2.35) 
Using (4.2.35) we deduce 
IIPll
4 
...!:..e--,,.1,.e-(u,,-.,n)ll,-1,I L (l + ll1 - .8112)-•/2 
do On fJ I ,/Jl ,_B3 
(1 + l/31 - /321 2)-•12 (1 + l/32 - /331 2 )-,1~(1 + l/33 l2l 2)-J12 
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and recalling now lemma 2.2.2, we get 
( 4.2.36) 
Now consider the case: li E A' and l2 E S 
l1 EA' and GA' has only terms in A', so /31 EA' and /32 E C(S). Now /33 EA as 
l 2 E S and r AS has only interactions terms between A and S. The length of the 
path (which we will call /3) is greater than ln because l1 EA' and l2 ES: 
lq(l1,l2)I = I I: GA'(l1,/3dfA'C(s)(f31,,82)GA(fJ2,/J3)fAs(,83,l2)I 
/J1.fhfi3 
" 2:..e-u,.111-Pdp + lli _ /Jil2)-•/2 IIPll2 e-u,.ltJ1-/i2I 
w do do {Ji ,/3,,/33 
< 
(1 +I.Bi_ .B:21 2)-•122:..e-u,.IP,-.831(1 + l/3:z -.8il)-•/2 lltll 2 
do do 
e-crnlth-thl(l + l/3:i _ p312)-•/2 
and using lemma 2.2.2 we get 
lq(l1, 12) I :$ Cllpll4e-1'"1" e-(u,. -1' .. )lli -l,I (1 + ll1 - l21 2)-•12 . ( 4.2.37) 
We consider now : 11 EA' and l2 E A. 
This leads to /31 E A 1 and .82 E C(S), /33 E S. The path /J ~ ln because 11 E A 1 and 
_83 ES 
lq(/1, l2)I = I L GA 1 (l1, /Ji)f A'C(S)(.81,.B:i)Gs(/32, /33)f As(,83,/2)1 
fli,/J2,/J3 
< " 2-e-u,.l11-/J1l(l + ll1 - /3d2)-•/211Pll2e-u,.j.8,-.8,I . 
w do /Ji ,/J2,/J3 
(1 + Ith - /J212)-•/2coe-u-l.81-,83l(l + l/32 - /J312)-•/21111ll 2 
do 
e-cr,.ltJ3-l1l(l + I/Ji - [2 12)-•/2 
< 11:r e--,,.1,.e-(cr,.-1',.)111-l,l(l + ll1 - lll)-•12, (4.2.38) 
0 
combining ( 4.2.36). ( 4.2.37) and ( 4.2.38) we deduce: 
lq(l1,l2)I :$ 11:~14 z e--,,.1,.e-(u,.-"f,.)ll1-l1l(l + l11 - !212)-J/2, ( 4.2.39) 
for any 11 , 12 . We now use the estimates on the matrix elements of Gn+I to get an 
estimate on the its norm; so we start by getting an estimate on the norm of q: 
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If 
then, using ( 4.2.38) we continue and deduce 
sup I)1 + ll1 - l212)•e2(o-.-2-y,,)ll,-i,I J12 ( 11:r f'e-2-,,.1.e-2(0-.--,.)11,-1,1 
12 Ii n O 
(1 + ll1 - l2l 2)-• 
Hence 
II II < c_!_ IIPll
4 
e--,,.1 • .2_ q o-,.-2-, •. , r d2 
Un o 1n 
(4.2.41) 
and if 
the estimate (4.2.41) follows in the same fashion. To ensure the convergence of the 
series (4.2.41) we require that 
1 I IPll4 --, .. , .. 1 < 1 y-7e :i 2' 
n O "'In 
as IIPII;:; Cro we impose the condition 
1 r~ --,,.I,. 1 1 
Td2e :i < -2. 
Un O "'In 
Replacing each sequence by its definition we get 
L-"'- 2 '1 ______!_g___2-d L-11 32(1 + n 2) 1 2anLo o :i e-~ o (--'---'-)2 < -
d0 o-0 2 
__,..!!SJ_ 2- "JJ C 11 ~ 1 
en,dn 2+a In Lo .e(-4-21)) In Loe - 32( 1+•") o .e2 In .,0 < 2 
( ______!_!L_2-"'"L_,. 21 »(1+• 2 > enaln2+alnLoe -4-277)lnLo_e-~ o .e n •o .eln2 < l. 
( 4.2.42) 
( 4.2.43) 
(4.2.40) 
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As 
uo /3 -/3 32(1 + n2) (-4-211) In. Lo+na In 2+a ln Lo- 32(1 + n2) rn L0 +2 ln uo +ln 2 -+ -co 
when n-+ co the inequality {4.2.43) will be satisfied for n large enough. For the 
first steps of iteration we can choose Lo very large so that the condition (4 2.43) is 
satisfied. 
co I: ((GA' EB UjGC(S;))r A's(GA EB UjGsJr As)r(GA' EB UjGC(s;) + 
m:::::l 
GA' EB UjGC(S;)r A'SGA EB U1Gs;) 
We now estimate ls(l1, l:i)I: 
if 11, l2 EA' then 
because A' is a nonsingular region. And if /i,l2 E C(S)) then 
ls(/1' /2)1 ::5 ~(I+ ll1 - l212)-•f2e-onl1,-1,I_ 
If 
then 
= sup I::e2(on-2-y,.)ll,-1lljs{/1,l2)l2 
1, I, 
( 4.2.44) 
( 4.2.45) 
{ 4.2.46) 
< sup LC (1 + Iii - l212)-•e-2ml1,-1,l(l + ll1 - l2l2)•e2(o,.-2)-y,.l1,-1ll 
1, 11 c5n · 
(4.2.47) 
(4.2.48) 
And if 
(4.2.49) 
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the estimate on s follows in the same fashion. Now consider r, 
r(l1,l2) = L GA,rA 1C(S)(/31,.B2)G,.(/32,h). ( 4.2.50) 
/31 ,/32 
We will consider the four possibles cases: 
{ 
1. li E A' l2 E A 
2. l1 EA' l2 E S 
3. l1 E C(S) h EA 
4. l1 E C(S) l2 E S. 
We start by 1 : 11 E A' and l2 E A 
lr(/1,/2)[ = IL GA,rA'C(S)(.81,.B2)GA(.B2,l2)I 
/31,/32 
< ~ ±.(1 + Iii - .Bil2)-'12e-"" 11•-13ilc311JJll 2(1 + I.Bi -- Pl1)-•12 Li do 
/31,/32 
e-,,,.1.8,-/3,I ±_(I+ [/32 - l212)-•f2e-""lf3,-1,1 do 
2 
< C~g(l+ll1 -l2l2)-•f2e-""l11-1,1. 
2 : l 1 E A' and l2 E S 
lr(l1,l2)I = IL Gccs)rA'C(S)(.B1,.82)GA(.62,l:i)I 
3 : l1 E C(S) and l2 E A: 
L GA, (Li ,/Ji)r A'C(S) (/31, /J2)Gs(.B2, l2) 
/3 l ,/32 
< ~ ±.(1 + Iii -/Jil2)-•12e-""1' 1 -/3dc311Pll 2(I + l,81 - /32l 2)-•12 e-e1 .. I.Oi-.tl,I Li do 
/3 I ,/32 
Ca(l + I.B2 - l2l 2)-•f'.le-""l.8,-t,I 
r2 
< C d~(l + ll1 - l21 2)-•12e-"" 1'•- 111 
0 
(4.2.51) 
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4. l1 E C(S) and l2 E S: 
Li E C(S) so /31 E C(S) and /32 EA'. However beginning from the left in (4.2.50) 
we have /32 E S which contra.diets /32 E A' so 
As we did in (4.2.48), we can conclude that for any li a.nd 12 
Ir( l1, l2) I :S ~ ;I (1 + jl1 - lll)- 312 e-0",.!11 -121 
r5 C 
llrll0",.-21',.,• :5 d5 On(21'n)2. 
Using (4.2.41), (4.2.48) a.nd (4.2.51) we a.re now able to get a.n estimate on Gn+i 
00 
IIGn+ill0",.-2,,,.,. :S llsll0",.-2,,,.,, + llrll0",.-2,.,.,., + llrll0",.-2,.,.,, L llqll::',.-2-y,.,, 
m=l 
r~ C IIGn+ill0",.-21'.,.! :5 d6 On(2')',..)2 ,D (4.2.52) 
We have assumed that the sites l1, 12 E Ln+l \ Ln such that IV (Q) ( / 1 I) I S d/!J 
were such that 111 -l2I ~ ln to ensure the convergence of the Neumann series. 
Now we provide the proof: 
Theorem 4.1 [9] The Singular sites are well separated if Lo is large 
enough. 
Let x = (j, k) and x' = (j', k') two singular sites in Bn+I \ Bn then 
( 4.2.53) 
The point of the lemma is to show that the sites where IV (f2)(j, k)(j, k) I < d11 
are very far from each other. This property will help us to get an e::-;timate 
of the inverse of the local Hamiltonians. 
Proof: 
We proceed in two steps. We first prove that singular sites are well separated for 
n :S No a constant that we define later in the proof. 
Assume that Ix x'I S 2ln+l. We will prove that if Lo is large enough and {J small 
enough we have a contradiction. 
Let x = (j, k) singular in Bn+1 \ B,.., ( so j.:z:j 2'.: Lo) and we have 
lw]- k20 2 1 :S d, 
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-d, _:5 -w] + k20 2 $ d, 
-d +w2 < k20 2 < d +w? I J- _I J 
-d, + j2 + v• + d(j) S k20 2 S d, + j2 + v· + d(i). ( 4.2.54) 
We have here used the asymptotics of wJ given in [9]. The sequence d(j) satisfies 
I; ld(j)l 2 < oo hence !d(j)I is bounded and there exists an M such that for j ~ M 
j 
we have 
lj2 S -d, +fl+ v· + d(i) S k2 0 2 S d, + k2 + v* + d(j) S 2i2 
and thus 
We have also 
and so 
so that whenever x is singular !kl S c(Omin, M). If we choose now 
Lo ~ M + c(Dmin, M) ~ Iii+ lkl, 
(4.2.55) 
( 4.2.56) 
(4.2.57) 
( 4.2.58) 
we are sure that if x is singular in Bn+i \ En then !kl ;::: M If this was not the case 
then we would have had lxl S Lo which contradicts the fact that x E Bn+l \ Bn. 
Recalling now ( 4.2.58) we have 
Ln s Iii+ /kl s lkl $ Iii+ ✓ n~in Iii 
Lns(1+Jr.. 2. )ljl 
J.'m•n 
Ln $ c(nmin)lil-
And we conclude that Iii ~ M1 Ln whenever x is singular where M1 = c(n~, .. ) . 
Similarly using (4.2.56) we can see that Iii S J2nma2:lkl, hence Ln :S c(Oma2:)lkl 
so there exists M2 such that whenever x is singular 
For the Dirichlet problem we have 
lw1 - ii < ~v (j ~ 1) see [9], 
J 
(4.2.59) 
( 4.2.60) 
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X is in Bn+i \ Bn singular then 1ri:2 k2 - wJ I < d, 
(4.2.61) 
and 
~j2 < w~ < 2j2 2 - J -
~Iii :5 lwil :5 v'21il 
so when k, k1 ?: 0 we have 
lkO + Wjl = kO +wi > Hlmin + ~Iii 
> inf(Omin, ~)lkj + inf(Omin, ~)Iii 
> inf(Omin, ~)(Iii+ !kl) 
> c{Omin, ~){Iii+ lkl). (4.2.62) 
lkO-wil < 
d, 
lkO+wil 
l(k - k')O - (j - i')I 
< 
d, 
c{Omin, 72Hlil + jkl) 
< 
d, (4.2.63) 
c{Omin, 72)Ln' 
= l(kO-wJ)-(k'O w}')+(wJ-w;i)-(j-j')I 
< l(kO-wj)- (k'O-wi')I + l(wi -j) - (wi, -j')I 
C(Omin) Cv . ( ) d ( ) < 2. Ln + 2 Ln ustng 4.2.63 an 4.2.60 
< 
C 
Now we consider the case k, k' 5 0 
lk20 2 -wJI < d, 
jkO -wil-lkO + WJI < d, 
I - kn +w1l-lkO+wjl < d, 
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and -k is positive so 
(4.2.64) 
We now evaluate 
l(k - k')Q + (j - J')I = l(kQ + Wj) - (k'n + Wj'} + (-wj + Wj') + (j - i')I 
< l(kn+wj)-(k'n+wj')l+l{j-wj)+(w;-n1 
C(Omin) C., . ( 0 ) d ( 2 ) < 2. Ln + 2 Ln usmg 4 .... 60 an 4 .. 64 
C 
l(k - k')n- (j j')I 2: l(k - k')w1 - (j- i')I- IU- j')(n -wi)I 
If k and k' are of different sign they are necesserely separated; 
this can be shown as for Lo large enough, recalling (4.2.56) we have 
!j2 < k2n2 < 2j2. 2 - - ( 4.2.65) 
hence 
j2 < 202 k2 
IJI :5 v'2Dmazlkl 
and as 
Ln '.5 Iii+ lkl :5 (1 + v'2Dmaz)lkl 
lkl > l L 
- (1 + v'20mar) n· ( 4.2.66) 
Now we want to get the estimate 
( 4.2.67) 
where C = 1 + v'2Dmar, which is equivalent to 
We will take /3 < ½ so 
• 
■ 
-
I 
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and 
and thus 
JI;.~ .Ji;i 2:: c.2 2 
.Ji;i 2: c.22 
lk-k'I lkl + lk'J ~ 2? 2: 4ln+l· 
This condition is fulfilled for Lo large enough and so 
L:,-(:J ~ JI: 2:: /Lo;?: c.22 ~ c21+½ 2: c.211+1 
and 4.2.67 is satisfied. 
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(4.2.68) 
We decide to choose No = [1".tf-0 ] where [] denotes the integer part of a real number 
2[Na+l = 2(2No+l Lo)fJ 
< 22/J (2 ~ Lo)fJ 
< 2fJ+lelnL0 1n2£'1 0 
< 2/J+l LfJ+ln 2 0 
< Lo 
for /3 small and /3 + ln 2 < 1 and 2ln+l :5 Lo. 
We have assumed the following non-resonant condition 
IJw1 - kj ~ (Iii :lkl)ro for (j, k) :/= (0, 0) and Iii+ lkl :5 Lo 
so as long as 2ln+l :5 Lo we have 
IJ - J'I + lk - k'I :5 2ln+l :5 Lo 
(4.2.69) 
(4.2.70) 
l(k - k')fl - (j - J')I > l(k - k1)w1 - (k - k')l - l(i - j')(fl - w1)j4.2.71) 
> (IJ-J'l:lk-k'i)'"o -l(k-k')(fl-wi)I 
> ( l do ) - I ( k - k' )( n - w i) l ( ro > O) . 2 n+l To 
As lk - k'I :5 2ln+l 
-lk - k'I ~ -2/n+l 
-lk - k'jJ(fl - w1)I ~ -2ln+il(fl - wi)I 
and 
l(k - k')fl - (k - k')I 
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as 2ln+l < Lo , L1 < -;;--1 1 . We will require 
- 0 - "" ... +1 
I 1 d, 1n - W1 $ 2Lo L;o 
which is the case for ro = 1 and d, = ~; and we have the estimate 
l(k - k')n - (j - j')I ~ ~ (2ln~i)'o 
We then have the following inequality 
! d, < l(k - k')n - (' - ·1)1 < £ 
2 (2ln+1 )1'0 - J J - Ln 
1 d, C 
----<-2(2ln+iJ1'0 - Ln 
1 d, C 
2 2ro Lf3ro $ L 
n+l n 
!rro L-f!To L < C 
2 n+l n _ d, 
12-ToL-f!To IL C 2 n+l 2 n+l $ d, 
2-To-2 L 1-f!To < C 
n+l _ d, 
L 1-f!To < 2To+2 C 
n+i - d, 
this leads us to the condition: 
do< 2To+2_C_ 
- L 1-f!To 
n+l 
(4.2.72) 
(4.2.73) 
(4.2.74) 
(4.2.75) 
(4.2.76) 
and we choose do = ± = L0°· 5 and for /3 small, l-/3ro ~ 0.8 and Lo large enough 
(4.2.77) 
and we have a contradiction. Hence The singular sites are well separated for n $ No. 
For larger values of n we will require some restrictions on n. We denote by 
Ii = [w1 - ro, w1 + ro], we have the lemma: 
4.2: THE GENERAL CASE 
Lemma 4.2.3 Let I be 
then 
Proof: 
2 2d Meas I ::S 16/n+I F" 
Tl 
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(4.2.79) 
Let (j, k) be a site such that ln :S Iii+ lkl :S 4ln+i and 0 1 .and 02 two reals numbers 
in I, and such that 
lk01 ii < (iJl+I l)r and jk02 - ii < {bl+I l)r. We then have 
d . 0 k d (Iii+ lkl)1" :;:'.) - l .'.5 (Iii+ lkl)1" 
and 
d Ok . d (Iii+ lkl)'" .'.5 2 - J :::; (Iii+ lkl)'". 
So adding the two inequalities we get 
d d 
-
2 (Iii+ lkl)'" :S (02 - Oi)k :S 2 (Iii+ JklV 
d 
1(02 - fli)kl :s 2 (Iii+ lkW 
2d 
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-
nd :s lkl(lil + lkW · 
We can suppose that lkl ~ 1 because: 
if k = 0, I0O - ii < (lol;iil)r is impossible ford< 1 (this condition is required for 
(j, k) f. (0, 0) ) , and as ln $ Iii + lkl we have 
There are at most 161~+1 sites that satisfy l,.. :S Iii+ lkl S 4ln+1 so 
2 2d Meas I :S 16ln+l y;-. 
n 
We define the set N~~1 by 
(4.2.80) 
( 4.2.81) 
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We can now continue the proof of the separation of sites for values such that n ~ 
No+L 
If /No+l :5 Iii+ lkl :5 4ln+l then from the left expression of (4.2.71) we get: 
We now derive an inequality like (4.2.75) where T replaces To and we choose again 
d d, = 9f, but T > 0 is now very large with the condition 1 - {Jr > 0.8 we have 
again a contradiction: 
d t~ ~ :5 l(k - k')n - U - J')I ~ 
No+l 
but 
so 
then as 
u [lnLo] 1,a= T 
we have 
hence 
_.:!._ < C 
Lr - Lin 2/pL 
0 0 0 
and by choosing again d = d, = ½ £0°·5 and fJ very small so that 
r - ln 2/ fJ - 1 :5 -1 
we have a contradiction. 
If 
0 < lk - e1 + Ii - j'I ~ lNo+l $ lNo+i :S Lo 
then going back to ( 4. 2. 72) we get 
lfl(k - k') - (j - j')I ~ (2l d, ) No+l To 
( 4.2.83) 
(4.2.84) 
(4.2.85) 
(4.2.86) 
(4.2.87) 
( 4.2.88) 
(4.2.89) 
(4.2.90) 
(4.2.91) 
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hence 
and 
thus 
and since r0 = 1 we have 
CLTO 
do S 2No+~ Lo 
CLTo 
d < o 
0 - 21nLo//JLo 
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(4.2.92) 
(4.2.93) 
(4.2.94) 
( 4.2.95) 
C 
do S Lin 'l//J (4.2.96) 
0 
so for do = L-;:;°· 5 , f3 < 0.5 and Lo large we have a contradiction; hence we conclude 
that: 
{4.2.97) 
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Chapter 5 
he extraction of parameters 
To invert the locals Hamiltonians Hc(S) at each iterative stage we needed to 
extract from No the values of parametetrs (p, fl) such that lei(P, fl) I :::; On. In 
this chapter we prove that we have not excised all the values of (p, fl) E N0 • 
Most of the lemmas we enunciate here were originated in the paper [9] here 
we prove that they still hold using the norm spaces Hm,a. 
The excised set 
Let us denote by ei(P, fl) the eigenvalues of Hc(S)· We have the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 5.0.4 [9] For (p, fl) E No each eigenvalue ei(P, fl) is strictly mono-
tone decreasing in Ren. 
Proof: 
We denote by(,) the !2(N x Z) inner product. For Sa singular region SC B,1+1 \Bn 
every singular site x = (j, k) ES satisfies lkl > 2M3Ln with M3 = ½M1, M1 is the 
constant introduced in (4.2.59). The radius of C(S) is ln+l « Ln then we have 
lkl > M3Ln also for x E C(S). The Hamiltonian Hc(s) is monotone in Ren: 
Let n be real, then 
so 
and for every 
X = {j, k) E C(S), SO lkl > M3Ln 
93 
(5.0.1) 
(5.0.2) 
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8nV(n) lc(S) (x,y) = -2nk2o(x,y) :$ -2nminM;L;o(x,y) (0 > 0). (5.0.3) 
The second term in (5.0.2) has a norm bounded by 
8nun is bounded using the Cauchy estimates whereas Un is bounded in norm by ro. 
Let denote by "Pi, the normalized eigenfunctions (("Pi, tj,,;) = 1) of Hc(S)· Hc(S) is 
self-adjoint so its eigenvalues e; (p, 0) are reals and satisfy the relation 
e;(p,O) = (t/J;,HC(sJt/J;). 
We now show that 8ne;(p, n) :5 0 
8ne;(p,O) = (t/J;,8n[HC(sJ'lf'd)+(8nt/J;,HC(sJt/Ji) 
= (VJ;, 8nHc(s)1Pi) + {VJ;, Hc(s)8n1/J;) + (8n1/J;, Hc(s)tf.ii) 
= (1/J;, 8nHc(s)'Pi) + (Hc(S)'Pi, 8n1/J;) + (8n1/J;, e;1/J;) 
= (VJ;, 8nHc(s)'Pi} + e;('i/.i;, 8n1P;} + e;(Bnt/J;, 1/J;} 
= (t/J;, 8nHC(sJVJi} + ei( {VJ;, On,p;) + (cJn-1/Ji, t/J;} ). 
(t/Ji, tp;} = 1 and we differentiate with respect to n so 
and then 
8ne;(p,O) 
and now using (5.0.2) 
8ne;(p, 0) = (VJ;, 8nV(O)t/.i;) + (1/1;, D~W(¢i(p) + un)(Bnun)VJ;) 
and using (5.0.3) 
8ne;(p,O) < -20minM]L~{,p;,"¢;}+ 
(5.0.5) 
(5.0.6) 
('Pi, D~W(efi(p) + Un){Onun)'Pi} (5.0.7) 
< -20minMf L! + (t/J;, D~W(efi(p) + Un)(Bnun)'Pi} 
< -20minM; L~ + ll'I/Jdlo,ollD~W(¢(p) + un)Bnun t/idlo,o 
< -20minM; L~ + IID~ W(efi(p) + Un)llnunit>illo,o 
Now using the lemma 2.1.6 
8ne;(p,O) < 
We know that 
llun(P, n)llao/2,, '.5 IIPll2 
and .we now define the following numbers 
M' = sup llun (p, n) I lao/2 
(p,O)EN~ 
M; = sup l18pun (p, O)llao/2 
(p,O)EN,. 
Mo= sup ll8nun(P, n)Jlao/2 
(p,O)ENQ 
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(5.0.8) 
(5.0.9) 
(5.0.10) 
(5:0.11) 
using lemma 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 we can say that for ro small enough M', M;, .\10 :5 2 
hence 
-8nei(p,n) > 2nminM;L!- ~opC~);~IID~W(gi(p) +un)llao/2,,ll8nu,illao/l,• 
-ea 
> 2nminM;L! -C(D~W. O'o, s)M MollPII 
> nminMi L! for ro small enough. □ 
We define the sets Zi by 
(5.0.12) 
(5.0.13) 
We have proved tha.t for fixed p the ei(P, n) are monotone decreasing in n 
so for each p there is at most one n; hence Zi defines a surface (p, ni(P)). 
Furthermore since lemma. 3.2.2 the spectrum of His invariant under Ta hence 
the sets Zi are also invariant under Te. 
It is important to locate the values of (p, f2) for which lei(P, f2)1 is small and 
then excise them at each iterative stage so that the remaining parameters 
satisfy lei(P, f2) I ~ On, We now have the lemma: 
Lemma 5.0.5 [9] Let ei(P, f2 1) be an eigenvalue of Hc(S) such that 
lei(P, f2i)I < 25n+1 then there exists !22 with 
such that ei(P, f22) = 0. 
In -n I< c0n+i 2 1 - L2 
n 
(5.0.14) 
The point of this lemma is to show tha.t small eigenvalues of HC(s) lie in 
small neighborhoods of the set Zi: 
Proof: 
By the Fatou lemma we have 
e;(p,n1)- e;(p,n) = 1n -8nei(p,w)dw. 
n, 
(5.0.15) 
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We take now a small positive eigenvalue e; (p, Di) 
then by substracting e;(p, D) from (5.0.16) we obtain 
using now Fatou's Lemma we obtain 
Then 
and 
Un+l - e;(p,D) > {
0 
-8ne;(p,w)dw ln, 
> (D - Di)DminM;L~ using (5.0.12). 
(5.0.16) 
(5.0.17) 
(5.0.18) 
This shows that when n increases, the second term in the right hand side of (5.0.18) 
becomes very large and thus the right hand side of 5.0.18 vanishes for a value, say 
n •. This implies that e;(p, D) will vanish for a value D2 close to D1. 
(5.0.19) 
and D1 :S D2 :Sn. because for p fixed e;(p, D) is decreasing inn, and from (5.0.19) 
we have 
then 
If now e;(p, ni) is a negative small eigenvalue 
2on+1+e;(p,D) > e;(p,D)-e;(p,0.1) 
> ln, -8ne;(p, n)dw 
> (D1 - D)DminM; L~ 
e;(p, D) 2:: (D1 - D)DminMiL~ - 2Jn+1 
(5.0.20) 
(5.0.21) 
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and similarly, for some value 112 ::; 111 , e;(p,n) will vanish. Once again we have 
(5.0.22) 
and 5.0.14 is deduced. We can conclude that the values of (p, D) which 
provide small eigenvalues lie in a neighborhood of width CJn+i/ L; of the 
surface zi. 
The number of singular regions in Bn+i \ Bn is bounded by L~+l. For each 
singular region we excise a neighborood of width CJn+i/ L~ of all zPro sets 
Zi, There are at most 2 eigenvalues for S, at most 41!+1 for Cin+i, because 
the radius of C(S) is ln+i and each of these neighborhood is invariant. under 
Te. Thus the total measure excised of No is bounded by 
(5.0.23) 
Nn+i is then inductively defined by the parameters that remain after extract-
ing the singular and almost singular eigenvalues from the local Hamiltonian 
at the n + 1th stage and the values of n so that our singular sites are separ-
ated. 
As Sn = L-;;_0 the excised region is inversely proportional to a and a choice 
of a large value of a will allow the sum of all the excised regions to be less 
than r 0 (Increasing the value of a means increasing of tolerance to the small 
eigenvalues.) 
The subset of Nn obtained by excising the neighborhood of Zi is ca.lied N~~1 • 
For (p, D) E N~~1 we have: 
(5.0.24) 
We define Nn+l by: 
N, N (l) N(2) n+l = n+l n n+l · (5.0.25) 
We want to extend the estimate in (5.0.24) to the Pn+i complex neighbor-
hood of Nn+1, (Nn+1,Pn+1). We have the following lemma: 
Proof: 
Let (p,11) E (Nn+i,Pn+d, then there exists {P1,11i) E Nn+1 such that 
{5.0.26) 
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We show that when (p, n) E (Nn+1, Pn+1) then 
(5.0.27) 
and thus for l~I < On+i, HC(s)(P, n, un)-U is invertible u~ing the Neumann series. 
IIHc(S)(P, n, Un) - HC(s)(P1, n1, Un)llo ~ IIV(f2)c(S) - V(n1)c(s)llo 
+IIDu W(ip(p) + Un) - Du W(ip(pi) + u.-.)Jlo 
IIV(O)c<s> - V(ni)C(sJllo = sup L IV(O)c(S) - V{01)c(s)(l1,l2)I 
I 1 11 
= sup IV{D.)C(s) - V(01)c(s){l1, li)I 
Ii 
= sup 1(112k2 -w~) (nr k2 -wJ)I (l1 = (j, k)) 
11 J 
< 1(0 - Oi)k 21 
< 1n - n?11c 2 
< 1n - ni1.1n + nt1L~+i 
< Pn+l C(Oma.:c)L~+l, (5.0.28) 
Taylor formula states 
f(x+h,y+k)-f(x,y) = fo 1 f(x+rh,y+rk)[h,k)dr 
Let O := Du W(ip(p) + Un) - Du W(¢,(pi) + Un) 
(5.0.29) 
o 11 D2W( un(P1 + r(p - pi), f21 + r{n - D.i))8pun(P1 + r(p - pi), 01 
+r(D. - Oi))(p pi)+ D2W(un((p1 + r(p- P1L 01 + r{O - 01)) 
8oun((p1 + r(p- Pi), 111 + r(O- .Qi))(O -Oi)dr. 
Taking the norm of o we get 
llollo,. :s sup IID2W(un(P1+r(p-pi),01+r(O-Oi))8pun(P1+r(p-p1),01 
rE[O,l] 
+r(O - 01))(p Pd Ila,.+ IID 2W(un((P1 + r(p - P1), 01 + r(n - Oi)) 
8nun((p1 + r(p- P1), 01 + r(O - Oi))(n - ni)Jlo,. 
< sup //D 2W(un(P1 + r(p - Pi), 01 + r(O - Ot))llo,ill8pun(P1 + r(p P1). 
rE[O,l] 
n1 + r(n ni))(p - Pd Ila,, 
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+IID2W( Un ((Pi + r(p - P1)' D1 + r(O - Di)) Ila,, 
XI lclnttn ( (P1 + r(p - pi), D1 + r(D - Di) )(D Di) I la,, 
< sup IID2W(un(Pi + r{p- pi),01 + r(D - Di))lla,,ll8pttn(P1 + r(p- pi), 
-re[a, 1] 
D1 + r(D - D1))lla,,IP- Pil + 11D'.lW(un((Pi + r(p- pi),01 + r(D - D1))lla,, 
X ll8nun((P1 + r(p - P1), n1 + r(D D1)) lla,,IO - Dd 
< sup Co 2 wllttn(P1 + r(p- PI), D1 + r(D D1)llo,,ll8pttn(P1 + r(p- pi), 
1'€(0,1] 
D1 + r(D - Di)) lla,,Pn+l + Cv,w llun ( (P1 + r(p - P1), D1 + r(n - ni)) I la,, 
XI l8nttn(P1 + r(p - P1). n1 + r(D - n1)) I la,,Pn+I 
and as Pl + r(p - P1) E (Nn+I, Pn+ 1) we call Af4 the supremum of the sequence Un 
when (p, D) E Nn+I and M2 the supremum of Un (p, D) E (Nn+I, Pn+d· 
llolla,. < sup Cv,w M4M2Pn+1 + sup Cv,w M4Af2Pn+I 
rE[0,1] -rE[0,1] 
< 2Cv,wM4M2Pn+1· 
So we can now say that 
We want this quantity to be less than ½ :,;+ 1 so we require that 
~+1 
and 
on+i 2Co2wM4M1Pn+1 :'.S ~
n+l 
and we choose Lo large so that M4, M1 $ l. Then with Pn+ 1 = Po 32 2~;± 1, we 
· n.+1 "'+l 
get the result we want: 
(5.0.30) 
We want to extend the bound on the eigenfunctions to the complex plane so we want 
to prove that (Hc(s)(p,D,ttn) -U)-1 exists whenever (p,D) E (Nn+1,Pn+1). In 
the next lines we will denote by H := HqsJ(P,fl,un) and H1 := Hc(s)(P1, 121,ttn)• 
( fl - u)- 1 = ( H - fl I + H 1 - u)- l 
[(H1 - U)((H1 - U) 1 (H - H1 ) + I)J- 1 
[(H1 u)-1 (H - H1) + I]- 1(H1 - u)-1 
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and formally we have 
I:[(-l)(H -o)- 1(H - H1)]''.(H1 -ui- 1 • 
p>l 
We will use the inequality 5.0.30 to get the estimate 
ll(H - {J)c(s)llo < II I:[(-l)(H -U)c(s)(H - H1)C(s)JPll0,ll{H1 -{/)c(s)llo 
P::'. 1 
< I: 11[(-l)(H - o)- 1 (H - Hi)]ll~ll{H1 - {/)C(S) llo 
p>l 
Using the lemma (2.1.7) and (5.0.24) we have the inequality 
1(n1 -ulccs)(i,j}I::; ~ On+l 
and as the dimension of C(S) is 41~+ 1 we have 
ll(H )-1 II 81~+1 1-U C(S) 0 :=:; -r-· On+l 
We are now able to get an estimate of 11[(-l)(H -{J)- 1 (H - H1)]llo 
11(-l)(H - u)- 1 (H - H1)llo < ll(H -{I)- 1 llollH - H1llo 
81~+1 1 dn+l 
< dn+l 2 8/~+l 
1 
< 2 
and the Neumann series converges. Thus 
Hence any eigenvalue of H, satisfies 
(5.0.31) 
(5.0.32) 
(5.0.33) 
(5.0.34) 
(5.0.35) 
as long as (p,O) E {Nn+1,Pn+1), □ 
We have estimated the measure of the region No l hat has been excised 
in (5.0.23) to ensure that the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians are not too 
singular (lei(P, n)I ~ 8n). We have to solve the Q-equation as well; that is 
we still have to prove that the intersection of the curve C, (p, Q(p)) of the 
Q-equation results in a non-zero measure set. The Ta.ylor expansion of the 
curve C is computed in chapter 6 in (6.0.16) and is 
(5.0.36) 
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We have 
(5.0.37) 
For p = 0 we have Un = 0 so Hc(S) (p, n; 0) lc(s)= V(O) lc(S) hence the 
eigenvalues ei are 
e,(p, 0) = wt - 0 2m2 for (l, m) E C(S) 
so if (p, Oi(P)) E Z, we have 
hence 
Q = 0 2m2 -Wf ¢::> f2 = W/ 
m 
W/ 
n,(O) = - for some (l, m) E C(S). 
m 
(5.0.38) 
(5.0.39) 
(5.0.40) 
We now describe the geometry of the set Z, which have to be excluded. 
Lemma 5.0. 7 [9) There is a constant Ci for every zero set Zi, there exists 
(l, m) E Crn+i such that Z, lies between the cones 
(5.0.41) 
Proof: 
ei(0, wif m) = 0 for some x = (I, m) E C(S). We start by proving that the eigenvalue 
ei(p, 0) is monotone decreasing along the line: 
(p(s), n+(s)) = (spo, wi/m + sC/ L~) E No. 
We have 
The p derivative is bounded by 
IIP08pHc(s)llo-0 /2,, < IID~W(<f,(p) + un)(8p{ttn + ¢))11.,..n,,IPol 
< CDwlPolll8p(un +</i))llo-of'.l,, 
< CDwro. 
(5.0.42) 
(5.0.43) 
(5.0.44) 
We show that we can choose C1 such that the monotonicity of V(O) dominates the 
other operators in f, H C(S)· As in (5.0.6) we have 
(5.0.45) 
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and recalling (5.0.43) 
C1 
= ('1/J;, (L 2 onHc(s) + PoOpHC(s))VJ;) 
rl 
= ('1/J;, ( 7i 8n V(fl)c(S) + D~W(ip(p) + Un)(onun)C(S) 
rl 
+poopHC(s))VJ;) 
= ('1/J;, 7i 8n V(n)C(S)VJi) + ('1/Ji, D~W(\b(p) + Un)(onun)C(S) 
rl 
+po8pHC(s))'1/J;). (5.0.46) 
Using now (5.0.4) and (5.0.44) we deduce that the second term is very small. 
Furthermore recalling (5.0.3) we can see that taking C1 large the variations of 
£-ton V(fl)c(S) will dominate the variation of popH C(S) and hence 
< -20m;nL~ 7i ('1/J;, '1/J;) + Cwro 
rl 
< -20m;nC1 + Cwro ~ 0. 
Thus the eigenvalues are decreasing along the lines (sp0 , u:1/m + sC / L~). 
Now to show that Z; lies to the left of the cone ':!!l. + ~Le, IPI consider: 
ffi M 
e;(p(s), n+(s)) = e;(p(s), n+(s)) - e;(0,w1/m) 
= e;(p(s), n+(s)) - e;(p(0), fl(0)) 
1, d < 0 dte;(p(t),fl(t)dt 
< 0 
(5.0.47) 
e;(p(s), n+(s)) ~ 0 = e;(p(s), O;(p(s))) where (p(s), O;(p(s))) E Z; but for fixed p 
e;(p, 0) is decreasing inn so fl;(p(s)) ~ n+(s). Hence the set Z; lies to the right 
of the cone w1 /m - sC1 / L~. The operator H C(S) is monotone increasing along the 
curve 
In the same way we have 
so as in (5.0.46) and (5.0.47) we have f,e;(p(s),n-(s))?:: 0. 
e;(p(s),n-(s)) = e;(p(s),n-(s))- e;(0,wt/m) 
= e;(p(s),n-(s)) e;(p(0),n-(0)) 
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and as e; is increasing a.long the line (p( s), rr ( s)) 
1• d ei (p(s), rr ( s)) ~ -de; (p(t), D(t)dt 0 t . 
> 0 
e;(p(s),n-(s)) ~ 0 = e;(p(s),D) where (p(s),D) E Z;, but for fixed p, eilp,n) is 
decreasing in n so n- :5 fl. We can then conclude that Z; lies between the cones 
Wt Ci 
- ± £2 IPI• 
m n 
(5.0.48) 
The sets Zi are restricted by paraboloids when they intersect Nn+i I we have 
the lemma: 
Lemma 5.0.8 [9] Let (p1if21) and (p2 1 f22) lying in Zi nNn+i, then we 
have the following property 
1n1 - n21 < ~~ IIP2l 2 - IPil21. 
n . 
Proof: 
Let (P1, Di) E Z; n Nn+1 and consider a path: 
d 
-e· ds' 
dD± dp 
= 8ne; ds + 8pei ds 
C1 
= ±{v.,;,8nHc1/J;) L2 2(dp(s)/ds,p(s)) + 
n 
(t/1;, 8pHcv°J;)P1IIPil 
C1 
== ±{VJ;, 8nHc'I/J,) L2 2(pi/lP1l,P1 + spiflPd) 
n 
+(1/J;, 8pH c1/J,)pt/lP11 
C1 2/ 
= ±(v.,;, 8nHc1/J;) L2 (IPil IP1I + s) + 
n 
(VJ;, 8pH c1/J;)pi/lP1 I 
C1 
= ±(VJ;, 8nHcVJ;) L2 (!Pd+ s) + (1/J;, 8pHcVJ;)pi/lP1I 
n 
C1 
= ±(VJ;, 8nHc1/J;) L2 jp(s)I + (VJ;, 8pHcr/J;)p1/lp1I, 
n 
(5.0.49) 
(5.0.50) 
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C1 I 
= (t/J;, 8nHct/l;) L~ lp(s)I + (t/J;, 8pHc!/J;!pif Pd 
C1 
= 8ne; p lp(s)I + (!/J;, 8pHc!/J;)pi/lJ>1I-
" 
We now start by getting an estimate of the second term of (5.0.51): 
l(!/J;, 8pHc!/J;)I < (1";, D~W(¢,(p) + Un)(8p(un + c/J(p))ip;) 
< ll!/J;llo,ollD~W(¢,(p) + Un)8p(un + ¢(p))1/;;/jo,o 
< IID~W(c/>(p) + Un)8p(Un + cf>(p))1/·dlo,o 
(5.0.51) 
< ~o~~::1: IIW(q,(p) + Un)8p(c/J(p) + Un)llua/2,sll'l,l;;llo,o 
< ~o~~~:f: llc/>(p) + Unlluo/2,•ll8p(¢,(p) + Un)lluo/2,a 
hence 
Recalling (5.0.12) we deduce that 
1 e;+ :5 -OminMJL~(Ci/L~}lp{s)I + C2lp{s)I 
:5 (-OminMJC1 + C2}lp{s)I. 
(5.0.52) 
(5.0.53) 
If the constant C1 is chosen sufficiently large i.e MJilmin C1 > C2 then de;/ ds :5 0 
along the curve (p( s), fl+ ( s)) and · 
so 
e;(p(s), O+(s)) :5 0 = e;(p(s), 11;(p(s)) (5.0.54) 
hence 11+ ( s) ~ 11; (p( s)) and Z; remains to the left of (p( s), 11+ ( s)). Similarly Z; 
lies as well to the right of the curve (p( s), fL ( s)). 
Let (P1,0i) and (P:2,112) E Z; nNn+l with IPil :5 IP2I- We can assume that P1 and 
p2 are parallel since Z; is invariant under T9 so on the curve (p( s), n± ( s)) there 
exists t such that p(t) = P2- If (p(t), 11±(t)) E Nn+I then 
(5.0.55) 
from which we can deduce that 
(L(t) < fl2 
n1 (Ci/2L~HlP2l 2 - 1Pil2) < n2 (p(t) = P2) 
From (5.0.55) we have: 
then 
hence 
n1 - n2 < Cif2L~(IP2l 2 - IPll). 
n2 < C1 (IP21 2 - 1Pil2)/2L~ 
n2 - n1 < C1 (IP2l 2 -1Pil2)/2L~ 
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( 5.0.56) 
(5.0.57) 
(5.0.58) 
Let two points (p11 Q(p1)) and (p, i1(p)) on the curve C that may have 
been excised to ensure that the Hamiltonians have eigenvalues such that 
lei(P, !1)1 2:: On. Since the lemma 5.0.5 we have the inequalities: 
(5.0.59) 
and 
(5.0.60) 
As (p 1 , i1(p1)) and (p, i1(p)) are on the curve C we can use the Taylor expan-
sion (6.0.16) to deduce that 
( 5.0.61) 
Since lemma 5.0.8, we have also the relation 
Ini(P1) - ni(P)I :s ~~ 11Pl 2 - IP1l 2I 
n 
(5.0.62) 
on Zi so we will get an estimate of I IPl 2 - !Pi 121 and deduce an upper bound 
of the measure of the set of points on the curve C excised. 
lf2(p) - n(pi) I In(p) - ni(P) + ni(P) - ni(P1) + n;(p1) - n(P1)I 
< Con+il L; + ~~ !IPl 2 - IP11 2 1 + Con+il L!. (5.0.63) 
n 
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Now for L0 large enough we have 
(5.0.64) 
so we have 
and using now equation (5.0.61) we have 
(5.0.65) 
hence 
(5.0.66) 
We have the estimates 
2 2 8 2 IIPI - IP1I I ~ IKI Con+il Ln 
s / 2 12 2 s / 2 
-IKICOn+l Ln ~ IP - IP1I ~ IKICOn+l Ln 
-,1,con+i/L! + IP1l 2 < IPl 2 < ,1,con+i/L; + IP11 2 - (5.0.67) 
If 
then we can say that 
The length of this interval is 
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2llhCon+il L! 
= ✓1~1Con+t/L~ + IP1! 2 + ✓-llhCon+i/L~ + IP11 2 
2TlhCon+i/L~ 
✓rf<TCon+i/L; < 
(5.0.68) 
We sum now for all singular sites and all possible eigenvalue ei and get an 
estimate of measure of the excised set which we denote by Meas 
And if 
- ,;, Con+il L! + IP11 2 < 0 
then from (5.0.67) we have 
8 2 12 IPl 2 ~ fJ<fCOn+l / Ln + IP1 
and now using (5.0.70) we deduce 
2 8 2 IP! ~ 2 IKI Con+i/ Ln 
hence 
(5.0.69) 
(5.0.70) 
(5.0.71) 
(5.0.72) 
So the measure of the excised set satisfies also (5.0.69). We have to prove 
that at the end of the iteration there is a non-zero set of parameters for 
which we have solution . 
Let Vn := L!+J;.,2✓,....&J,,---C_o_,..+_1_/_L_; 
V,.. = (2'"'+1£0 ) 24(2nLo) 2.0✓c(2n£0)-°'8(2nL0)- 24L0 
4C22(n+l) £2422n.6 L 2.6rna/2L-af2rn L-l 4£"/2 
0 0 0 0 0 
64C £~.6+2+v/2-a/222n+2n,6-a/2-n 
= 64CL~.6+2+v/2-a/22n(I+.6-a/2) 
< L~.6+I+2+v/2-a/22n(l+f3-a/2). (5.0.73) 
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We first require that 
1 + ,B - a/2 :5 -1 (5.0.74) 
and as we want an the measure of the excised set to be less than r0 impose 
the condition: 
(5.0.75) 
and we will require that 
2/3+2+v/2 a/2+1+1< (2+77). (5.0.76) 
That will be enough to ensure that I: V11 < 1~ro, We now prove that the 
n 
measure of the set excised to ensure the separation of sites has a measure less 
than r0 • Let (j, k) a site such that l11 ;5 Iii+ lkl :5 4ln+li and two frequencies 
fi(p1) and fi(p2) eventually excised so that we have the separation of sites. 
These frequencies satisfy: 
But we have proved in (4.2.80) that this implies 
2d 
In(p1) - fi(p2)I ::; y;· 
n 
On C we have also the estimate: 
2 12 2 IIP1I - IP2 I '.5 II<I lfl(p1) - fi(p2)I 
then 
(5.0.77) 
(5.0.78) 
(5.0.79) 
(5.0.80) 
so as before we deduce that the length l of the segment has the estimate: 
l :5 4 (5.0.81) 
Now to get an estimate of the measure of the excis!:'d set. There exist at 
most 16!;+1 sites (j, k) such that ln :5 Iii+ lkl :5 4ln+l· Then the measure 
of the excised set is bounded by 
L = 1281~+1 (5.0.82) 
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We want the serie of general term 128l;+1 ✓ Tm 1~ to be less than /0 ro = 
11L;2- 11 so we will prove that for T large enough and Lo the series: 
~ 12 {rfJd l L-2-11 
SNo = ~ 128 n+l IKI F _'.S 10 0 • 
n;?::No+l n 
This is equivalent to the condition 
Now 
SN0 = 10 L 128l!+l 
n~No+l 
SNo L ·./l28CJ221\/J.L~l2 J(L02n)4/3-r{J 
n~No+l 
V1280VdL~1222P J ( L0 2No+1 )4/J--r f3 
X L J(Lo2n)4/3-r/3. 
n=O 
No= [In Lo] 
{3 
so No+ l 2:: 10/f' and as 4/3 - r/3 < 0 for r large we deduce that 
L J(Lo2n)4/3--r/3 
n=O 
(5.0.83) 
(5.0.84) 
(5.0.85) 
(5.0.86) 
< v'256QVdL~/2 L~/2✓eln2 2lnLo-ln21n£0 -r L J(Lo2n)4/3--r/3 
n::::::0 
< \/2560./dL~/2 L~/2✓ L5 ln2 LoT In 2J Lci/3-r/3 L J2n(f3--r3) 
n=O 
( 5.0.87) 
for Lo large enough. 
We want 
(5.0.88) 
so we choose 
v/2 + 4 + 1J 
T > . . □ 
- In 2 ( 5.0.89) 
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Chapter 6 
he -equation 
The ?-equation has been solved, and after having extracted from No the 
values of parameters providing the small eigenvalues we remain with a Cantor 
set. The Lyapounov-Schmidt scheme requires that we now solve the Q-
equation. Let u(p, n) the solution of the P-equation. We have at this stage 
p and n independent and now a simple application of the Morse-Lemma will 
restrict the existence of solution for a curve n = n(p). We will prove that 
there are solutions for p = (p1, 0), p1 E IR. We denote by 
G(p, n) = Q(W(</>(p) + u(p, n)) + V(n)4>(p)). 
Using lemma 3.1.2 we have the property 
ToG(p, n) = G(Top, n) 
so the zero set of G is To invariant. We also have the property 
G(p,f!)(l, -1) = G(p,f!)(l, 1) 
(6.0.1) 
(6.0.2) 
so we can just study the zero set of G(p, f!)(l, 1). At p = 0 we have u0 = 0 
and hence u = 0. This means that we have a trivia.I branch of solution p = 0, 
n E [w1 ...:.. ro, w1 + ro]. We now find another family of nontrivial solutions. 
1 G(p, n)(l, 1) = W(</>(p) + u(p, n))(l, 1) + (wf - f! 2k2) 2p 1 
8G 
ap (p, n)(1, 1) an 1 DW(</>(p) + u(p, fl))(8p</>(p) + 8pu(p, n))(l, 1) - 2n Bp 2P1 
wr-n2 
+ 2 
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At p = o, n = W1 we have Uo = 0 and hence u = o. 
0 (6.0.3) 
and at p = 0, n = W1, u = 0 hence again 
(6.0.5) 
8 l 
anDW(</>(p) + u(p, s.l))(8nu(p1 n))(l, 1) - 2s.1 2p1 
= D2W( </>(p) + u(p, s.1) )(8n</>(p) + ilnu(p, s.1) )( 8nu(p, w1) )(1, 1) 
+DW(<f>(p) + u(p, s.1))(8ns.lu(p, H))(l, 1) - P1 • 
At p = 0, n = w1, u = 0 so we have 
· (6.0.6) 
TwG(p, s.1)(1, 1) = G(TwP, s.1)(1, 1) 
= W(</>(-p)+u(-p,s.l))+V(s.1)¢(-p)) 
and G(p, n) is odd in p thus ~;q (01 wi)(l 1 1) = 0 and ~:? (O,w1)(1, 1) = 0. 
D2W(</>(p) + u(p1 s.1))(8p</>(p) + 8pu(p, s.1))(8nu(p, s.1))(1, 1) 
+DW(</>(p) + u(p, s.1))(8p8nu(p, s.1))(1, 1) - n. (6.0.7) 
So at n = W1 and p = 0 we have 
(6.0.8) 
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Hence the Hessian is invertible and we can apply the Morse Lemma and 
deduce that there exists a curve O(p) in a neighborhood of the origin on 
which G(p, Q(p)) = 0. This means that there exists £ such that for 
IPI ::; f, G(p, Q(p)) = 0. (6.0.9) 
r0 :=:; f for Lo large enough. 
We denote by QP := in. Let us now compute the derivatives of Q(p). 
. p 
At p = 0, n W1 we have u = 0 so Q(O) = W1. 
OppG(p, O(p))(l, 1) - D 2W(ip(p) + u(p, Q))(8p4>(p) + opu(p, Q))(ap4>(p) 
. +opu(p, Q)) + DW(ef>(p) + u(p, Q))(opp<P(P) 
+appu(p,.0))(1, 1) - n;p - nnppP - npn 
-nnp {6.0.10) 
(6.0.11) 
For IPI 5 f we have G(p, O(p))(l, 1) = 0 hence all the derivatives of G with 
ref er to p also vanish and we deduce that 
thus 
Dp(0, w1) = 0. 
We now evaluate the second derivative of Q(p). Let denote by 
GPa = 8pppG(p, O(p))(l, 1-) 
GP3 = D3W(<f>(p) + u(p, Q))(op<f>(p) + 8pu(p, 0)) 3 
. +2D2W((4>(P) + u(p, Q))(opp<P(P)<f>(p) + Oppu(p, Q)) 
(6.0.12) 
+oppu(p, Q)) + (-DppDpp - Dp(Dpp)p - Dp(DppP + Op) - !l(QPPPP 
. . 2 +nPP + Opp) - QPQP + D W(q,(p) + u(p, Q))(op<f>(p) + opulp, 0))(8pp<P(P) 
+oppu(p, Q)) + DW(¢(p) + u(p, Q))(opppef,(p) + opppu(p, Q) l (6.0.13) 
so we have 
... 
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and hence 
(6.0.15) 
We now require the condition K = D3W(4>{0)){8p¢{0))3{1 1 1) '# 0 which 
we call the Twist condition to ensure ·that in the process of excising the 
parameters we end with a non-zero mesure set. For any v > 0 we can find 
Lo large enough such that !Kl 2:: Lo11 • The curve n(p) has the following 
representation 
{6.0.16) 
To conclude we now have an estimate between the function ii{ x, e) and its 
lattice representation. 
Lemma 6.0.9 For any u > O, there exists C{u, s) such that we have the 
relation 
Proof: 
sup lu(x,e)I::; C(u,s)llull~.11 
.r,{ER 
(6.0.17) 
Let x,e E IR we have 
lu(x, e) I 
j,k 
j,k m 
j,k m 
j,k· m 
j,k 
< C I::[lu(j, k)l(l +(Ill+ lkl)2),/2ecr(lll+licl)][(l +(Ill+ lkl)2)-,/2e-cr(lll+li<l)j 
j,k 
and now applying Cauchy-Schwarz_ we obtain 
(6.0.18) 
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We started our proof of the convergence of the solution by writing a decom-
position of 12 (N x Z) into: 
And as in (3.0.12) any function ii, can be decompose as: 
u(x) = <t,(p)(x) + u(x). (x E IN x Z) 
(6.0.19) 
(6.0.20) 
The· restriction of the solution to l2((fN x Z) \ N) was called u(p, n) so the 
solution of (1.0.2) is <t,(p) + u(p, n(p)). We enunciate the final theorem of 
the thesis. After having done all the excisions for the separation of sites a.nd 
for the singular eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians at each iterative step, the 
para.meters which remain will provide the solutions of (1.0.2): 
. Theorem 6.1 [9] Let IPI < r0 , there exists a Cantor set M of measure non-
z!!:!!! such that for p EM there exists a periodic solution of (1.0.2) ,lerwted 
<P(P) + u(p, n(p)) which satisfies the following estimate: 
·and 
1n(p) - w1 I < C!pl 2, 
where <P(p) = ~1P~(x)eint + ~1Pi(x)e-int · 
Proof: 
Now. we have Un 2: Pf, 'tin and recalling (3.2.90) we have 
Now using the lemma 6.0.9 we have 
sup lu(z,e)I ~ C(~ ,s)llull-1-.,· 
r,eelR 
Hence we can conclude that 
sup iu(x,€)1:::; CIIPll 2, 
x,eelR 
and using the lemma 3.0.7 we can conclude that 
sup iu(x,€)1:::; CIPl 2 -
r,eelR 
The relation (6.0.22) is deduced by using (6.0.16) 
(6.0.21) 
( 6.0.22) 
(6.0.23) 
(6.0.24) 
(6.0.25) 
(6.0.26) 
□. 
6. 
Chapter 7 
stimates on the. 
eigenfunctions 
This chapter is d~voted to the proof of a technical estimate of the exponen-
tiona.l decay of the eigenfunctions. 
The following theorem was enunciated without proof in [9], and we provide 
a proof: 
Lemma 7.0.10 Let VJn be a normalized eigenfunction of the Sturm-Liouville 
problem. VJn admits an expansion of the form 
VJn(x) = L ~n(P) sinpx 
P::'.1 
which converges uniformly for x E [O, 1r] and its derivative has the expansion 
(7.0.1) 
which also converges uniformly for x E [O, rr] 
Proof: Let VJn is an eigenfuction of the Sturm-Liouville problem with Dirichlet 
boundary condition, VJn satisfies VJn(O) = VJn(7rJ = 0 and 
VJn(z) = L t/ln(p)sinpx 
p>l 
where Jn E l2 (Z). Writing the sine function in the exponential form, we can rewrite 
this as 
. lPn(z) =·Lt.bn(P);/eip,: -e-ip,:) 
p~l . 
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1Pn(x) = L Xn(mk'."o: 
· meZ 
where 
x,.(m) 1 -2i1Pn(m) if m = p 2;: 1, Xn(O) = 0 
Xn(m) = -x,.(-m) if m ~ -1 (7.0.2) 
x,.(m) 
We consider only the case m ~ 0 since for m ~ -1 we can use (7.0.2) to get 
the estimate for nonpositive m . This integral over the rectangular contour O --+ 
-io' --+ 21r - i"ii--+ 21r--+ 0 is zero because the integra,1d is analytic. 
Denote by C1 the straight line O --+ -iif, by C2 the strai";ht line -io' --+ 21r - iii', 
by C3 the straight line 21r - iii'--+ 21r. Then we have 
2_( ( e-imo:1Pn(x)dx + { e-im:ri/;,.(x)dx 
21r lc 1 lc2 
+ f e-im:r1Pn(x)dx). (7.0.3) Jes 
Using the fact that 1Pn is of period 21r and the fact thll 1. the first and the third 
integral are oriented in opposite directions we have 
Xn(m) 
We parametrize C2 by x = x 1 - iii', 0 ~ x1 ~ 21r. 
lxn(m)I ~ 2~ fo 27r e-mo'"l1Pn(X - io')[dx. 
As "Pn is analytic it is bounded on the line C2 and so 
· and also 
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iiJ 2,r + icf 
-iiJ 
7.1: contour 
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By Weierstrass M-test the serie :[: ,,&n(P) sinpx converges uniformly on the real 
p~l 
line. The expansions of the first and second derivative are established similarly. □ 
7.1 Properties of the eigenfunctions 
Theorem 7.1 The Fourier coefficients of the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet 
problem decay exponentially. More precisely they admit an expansion of the 
form 1Pn(x) = E Xn(m)eimr and for any er. 1 a , such that u,. < u < cf 
meZ 
there is a constant C 1(v) independent of m such that 
(7.1.4) 
Proof: 
Let t/Jn ah eigenfunction of the Sturm-Liouville problem with Dirichlet &oundary 
conditions: 
1/Jn ( x) = L ,j,n (p) sin px 
p>l 
where Jn E 12 (IN) . 
d2 . 
(-dx 2 + v(x))t/Jn(x) = w;tlin(x) 
. d2 . 
(- dx 2 + v(x)) L ,,&n(P) sinpx = w; L Jn (p) sinpx. 
p~l . p~l 
As the first and the second derivat.ive have expansion that converges uniformly we 
can differentiate an:d get 
LP21,&n(P) sinpx + v(x) L ,j,n(P) sinpx = w~ L ,l;n(P) sinpx. 
P::'.l P::'.l p~l 
If we now use the identity sinpx = i(eip:c - e-ip:c) as in the preceding lemma we 
get a sum over Z - · · 
1/Jn(x) = r>,bn(P) ;i (iP= -.~-ip:c) 
p~l 
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tlin(x) = L Xn(m)eimr 
meZ 
where Xn(m) is as before. Then 
m m 
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Let denote by ei. = eikr and take the inner product of this equation with eikr we 
get 
L(v(x)ej, ei.)xn(i) + (k2 w~)Xn(k} = 0. 
j 
This is an opera.tor equation 
Wn + D)xn = 0 (7.1.5) 
where Vn is a diagonal operator from L2(Z) to l 2 (Z) 
Vn(k, k) = k2 - w;. and Vn(m, k) = 0 if m f k (7.1.6) 
/271: 
D(j, k) = lo eir(j-k)v(x)dx 
(7.1.7) 
Assume: j - k ~ 0 . 
The integral over the rectangular contour O --+ iri --+ 2n- + i"if ----+ 2n- ----+ 0 is zero 
because the integrand is analytic. Denote by C1 the straight line O ----+ icf, C2 the 
straight line i<f--+ 2n- + icf, C3 the straight line 2n- + i7f--+ 2n-
/2" eir(j-k)v(x)dx = r ir(j-k)v(x)dx + r eir(j-k)v(x)dx + r eir(j-k''v(x)dx 
lo lei le, le. . 
(7.1.8) 
As v is 2,r-periodic and since the first and the third integral are oriented in opposite 
direction we have 
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I fo2r ei.,(i-k)v(x)dxl -:::; llr lv(x1 + iu)lle-<"(j-k)ldx1 
since v being analytic is bounded on that line segment 
1 fo 2r ei.,(j-k)v(x)dxl:::; C(v)e-lY(j-~). 
Assume now : j - k :'.S O . 
We must use the rectangle contour O --+ -ia' --+ 21r - ia' --+ 21r --+ 0 and we get 
the estimate 
fo'lr ei.,(j-k)v(x)dx:::; C(v)e-lY(k-j) = C(v)e-l71k-il. 
The equation (7.1.5) can be multiplied by ¼ 
1 . 
-(Vn + D)xn = 0. 
n 
(7.1.9) 
This means that Xn is a zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction of ¼( Vn + D), our Xn E l2 (Z) 
and our eigenfunctions ip,. are normalized, so that 
and so 
(7.1.10) 
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Let us define the operator Hn by 
We now define P the projection of the operator, Hn on the small eigenvalues. 
We prove in the next lemma that when e is in an annulus A which we define 
later. (Hn - 0)- 1 is self-adjoint and compact and so P can be writ1en as 
(7.1.11) 
where C is a circle surrounding the small eigenvalues of Hn . 
The operator Hn is a perturbation of¼ Vn, we must study its properties. 
Lemma .. 7.1.1 ¼Vn is a diagonal operator which has a gap in his' spi:ctrum, 
that is, there is a constant c2 > 0 so that: 
for lkl f= n l¼Vn(k,k)I ~ c2 and when lkl = n, l¼Vn(k,k)I $ f. 
Proof: 
Assume lkl < n: 
wJ satisfies the following formula, (see[9]) -
wJ = j 2 + v· + d(j) 
where v• = f0 ... v(x)dx and d(j) are the terms_ of a sequence in /2(N) 
I: Vn(k, k)I = ~lk2 -w;I 
1 
= -l,f1 - (n2 + v• + d(n))I 
n 
= .!.lk2 - n2 - (v• +-d(n))I 
n 
> -~+~ 2 - n2 1- .!.l(v• + d(n))I 
n n 
. i I 2 :i > -( k - n I) - .005 for n large enough 
n 
> .!.(n2 - k2) :.._ .005 
n 
> ]:_(n2 - (n - 1)2) - .005 
n . . 
1 > -(2n - 1) - .005 
n 
(7.1.12) 
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Thus¼ Vn(k, k) is greater than a given positive constant smaller than 2, say c2 (for 
n large enough). 
Assume now lkl > n 
k = n + p or k = -n - p and k2 = n 2 + 2np + p~ where p > 0. 
1 
1-Vn(k, k)I 
n 
]:_ik2 - w2 I 
n n 
1 
-lk2 - (n2 + v• + d(n))I 
n 
]:_ln2 + 2np+ p2 - n 2 - v· - d(n)I 
n 
p2 v• d(n) ln+2pt-- - - -I 
· n n n 
p2 
> ln+2p+-I- .oos 
n 
for n large enough, n independent of p). Hence I¼ Vn ( k, k) i 2: c2. 
Assume k = n: 
1 1-Vn(k,k)I 1 v• -ln-n 1+ + · / v• d(n) lln+n\.1+2+-2 I 
n n n n 
v• 
nil- 1+ + v• 1+ + 1. 
Let us first prove that the product of the two terms of the preceding product 
converges to zero. 
Let 
A 
v• 
l+ + 
which tends to zero. 
Let B the second term in the product 
B= 11+ v• l+ + 
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Then B :$ 3 for large n. So ¼ Vn (k, k) $ 1f- for n large enough. The case k = -n 
follows similarly. 
Therefore we can conclude that there is a a gap in the spectrum of the diagonal 
operator ¼ Vn between £; and c2. D 
We now define an operator norm I ITI la 
IITlla= max(s~p L IT(j, k)lelJli-lcl,sup L IT(i, k)le1Jli-1cl). 
J k le j 
Lemma 7.1.2 Let S, D two linear operators on l2(Z). We have the following prop-
erties : 
IIDSllcr1 $ IIDllcr1 IISllcr1 
and for rJ'1 > 0, 
IISllop $ c(u')IISllcr 1 
where I ISi lop denotes the standard operator norm. 
Proof: 
Let u E l2 (Z) 
IISull~2(Z) = L ISu(k)l 2 
k 
LILS(k,l)u(l)l2 
k I 
= LIL S(k, l)ecrf2'1Jc-lle-crf2'lk-llu(l)j2 
k I 
IISull~2(Z) < LL IS(k,l)l2ecr'lic-ll L e-cr'lic-llju(l)l2. 
k j 
We now consider the inequality 
Hence we have 
L IS( k' l) lecr'llc-ll $ !ISi lcr'. 
k 
IS(k,l)ecr'llc-lll :$ IISllcr1 
IS(k, l)l2e2cr'lic-ll $ IISII;, 
=} IS(k,l)l2ecr'lic-ll $ IISll;,e-cr'lic-11 
and introducing this estimate into (7.1.14) we get 
11su11:2(Z). $ LL e-cr'llc-llju(l)l 2 L IISll;,e-cr'lic-ll 
k I. 
(7.1.13) 
(7.1.14) 
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< I1s11;, L I>-<1'lk-ll lu(l)l2 I>-<1'lk-ll 
k I I 
< 11s11;, LL lu(l) 12e-<1'lk-llc(o-') 
k I 
< 11s11;,c(o-') LL e-<1'lk-l_1iutl)fl 
k I 
< 11s11;,c(o-') L lu(l)l 2 L e-<1'lk-ll 
k 
< 11s11~,c(o-1) L lu(l)l2c(o-'). 
Hence 
IJSull~2(zl < IISll;,c2(0-_')llull~2<zl 
IISull < c(o-')IISlla 1 llull,2{Z) and so IISllop :s; c(o-')IISll<1 1 • 
For the case 
IIDSlla = s~p L IDS(j, k)Jtlli-~I 
1 k 
we have 
IIDSllu = s~p LIL D(i, l)S(l, k)e"IJ-i:I I 
J k 
< sup LL ID(i, l)IIS(l., k)le''li- 1leulL-kl 
) k I 
< s~p L ID(j,l)le"li-LI L IS(l, k)le"11-kl 
) I k 
< si:p L ID(j,l)li'li-llllSlh,· 
J I 
< IISll.,IIDll1r 
and if IIDSlla = sup I: IDS(j, k)leuli-kl the result follows similarly, so 
Jc j 
(7.1.15) 
Lemma 7.1.3 There is an ann-ulus A around the origin such that for,; E A the 
operator (Hn - ~)- 1 is compact. 
Proof: 
Let A be the annulus_~etween the circles of radius ~ and ~ and e in A we have: 
1e - Al ~ T for any A eigenvalue of ¼ v n so 
(7.1.16) 
.. 
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We choose the circle C to be a circle centered at the origin of raduis 7, this circle 
is a subset of the annulus. We have the following diagram and let Vn,e := ¼ Vn - {. 
Then vn:l := ( ¼ Vn - e)- 1 exists and hence 
1 2 2 
-(k -wn)-e # 0. 
n 
1 
¼(k2 - w~) - e 
vn-/(k, k) =.n k2 12 { 
' -wn - n 
For given e and n, and k large enough we have 
lk2 - w2 - n{I > ~k2 n - 2 
~ n a(n,e) < 00 ~ lk2 -w~ -nel (7.1.17) 
,..;hich leads us to the conclusion that vn:f is nuclear and so bounded and cqmpact. 
Using the relation (7.1.16), Vn and the fact that ¼ Vn is diagonal we get 
(7.1.18) 
and formally 
We now have a decomposition of (Hn - {/) 1 in two operators. Vn~f is a rompact 
operator so to prove that ( H n - en- 1 is compact we prove that ( / -f- Q vn-el )- 1 is 
n ' 
bounded. By the hypothesis of the lemma u < 7f so there exists "/ > 0 such that 
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Figure 7.2: circles 
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and if 
D 11-llu-.., = 
n 
< sup.!. I: C(v)e- 0 1i-kle0 -"rli-kl 
j n k 
< ¾ I: C(v)e-..,li-kl 
k 
1 
< -C(v)c(,) 
.n 
then the estimate (7.1.19) follows similarly, and as before we conclude that 
We rename the preceding constant C1 := C(v)c(,) .. Then 
D -1 
< II D llo-..,IIVn-Jlh,-.., 11-Vn { llu-.., n , n ' 
< 
C1 4 
n C2 
1 
< 2 for n large enough. 
Thus we can conclude that (Hn - {/)-1 is compact and 
ll(Hn - en-1 llu-.., < 211Vn~f llu-, 
< 24 
c2 
ll(Hn -el)- 1 llu-.., 8 < 
c2 
and also 
ll(Hn el)- 1 lla < ~.□ 
- C2 
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(7.1.19) 
(7.1.20) 
(7.1.21) 
(7.1.22) 
(7.1.23) 
(7.1.24) 
Lemma 7.1.4 For {o real, eo E A the operator (Hn eol)- 1 is also self-adjoint. 
Therefore for any e E A, (Hn - {)- 1 has a countable basis of eigenfunctions. 
Moreover Hn, Hn - {, (Hn e)- 1 have the same eigenfunction!. 
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Proof: 
Hn = ¼(Vn + D). We start by proving that Dis self-adjoint: 
D(j, k) = ft' v(x)i"U-k)dx so 
D(j,k) ~ fo 2" v(x)eix(j-k)dx = fo 2" v(x)ei.:(k-j)dx = D(k,j) 
because v is real on the real axis. Vn(k, k) = Wn - k2 so Vn(k, k) is real and thus 
H n is self-adjoint. 
( H n -~0 J)- 1 is then a self-adjoint compact operator and has a basis of eigenfunctions 
{<Pp}. Let µP be th~ eigenvalue corresponding to <Pp. 
(Hn - ~o)- 1 ¢>p = µp</>p and µP # 0 because (Hn - ~o)"" 1 is invertible 
¢:=> (Hn -~o)(Hn -fo)- 1¢>p = (Hn -fo)µp</ip 
¢:=> <Pp= Hnµp¢>p -~oµp</ip 
¢:=> µpHn¢>p = (1 + ~oµp)- 1</ip 
¢:=> Hn</ip, = (I+ ~oµp) <Pp 
. µp 
¢:=> (Hn - ~)<Pp= (I+ (~o - ~)µp) <Pp 
. µp 
so Hn, Hn - U, (Hn - U)- 1 have the same eigenfunctions. 
Lemma 7.1.5 Let C be the circle of radius T· The operator 
D 
P = 2~i fc H:-Ed~ is the pro}ection on the eigenvalues which modulus is less than 
Sl. . 
2 • 
Proof: 
Let (Xp)p a basis of eigenfunctions of Hn and their eigenvalues Ap, 
Pxp(k) = Xp(k) for I.\ I< 3c2 < c2 
p - 8 - '.2 (7.1.25) 
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and for 
(7.1.26) 
Let Xp an eigenvector of associated with the eigenvalue Ap of H n such that l,\P I $; l:j 
and llxnll12(Z) = l. W.e augment this vector by eigenvectors (Xp. )i. to form a 
basis of M the eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the smalls 
eigenvalues. Let x E ( 8(Z) we have a decomposition 
Px = PLXpXp 
p 
and using (7.1.25) and (7.1.26) we get 
so P is the projection on the small eigenvalues. □ 
We introduce now a relation between the coefficients of the eigenfunctions and the 
projection operator. It was first introduced in [9] for the case of periodic boundary 
condition. · 
Lemma 7.1.6 Let VJn be a normalized eigenfunction of the Sturm-Liouville prob-
lem. We have the following inequality: 
lxnU)I:;;; JIPU,J)I (7 .1.27) 
This inequality will be very useful in proving-(7:1.4) because it shows that if we can 
compute the matrix elements of the projection operator we can have an estimate 
for lxnU)I. . 
Proof: 
Let us denote by ei an element of the cano_nical base of f1 (Z), 
Pe! EM 
(d, Pei)12 (z} = (L(ej,Xp)Xp, L(ei, Xp.)Xp.,..) 
p k 
= L(ei, Xp.,._)(ei' Xp.)(Xp .... ,Xp .... ) 
k 
= L l(d, Xp.)llxp.,..1 2 
k 
I 
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We know that Xn is a zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction of H n (1 .1.5) and (7 .1.10) and 
lxnlP(Z) = 1 so 
At the site j 
lxnU)I l(e1,xn),l(Z)I 
< l(ei, Pei) 1l(Z/ 
We compute the kth components of the vector P( ei). 
Then 
Pd(k) = LP(k,l)ei(l) = P(k,j) 
I 
(ei' L Pei(k)ek)P(l) 
1<eZ 
(ei, L P(k,j)ek)P(Z) 
1<eZ · 
= .(ei, P(j,j)ei)ll(Z) 
P(j,j). (The basis el is orthonormal.) 
Then IP(j,j)I l(ei,Pei)I so 
lxnU)I $ JIPU,i)I {7.1.28) 
and this proves the lemma. □ 
We know that P = 2~; fc H,.1-f:~ and we had established that 
ll(Hn - U)- 1 llo $ c~ in (7.1.23). But we need a .strongn estimate, an estimate 
which proves the exponention<1,.l decay of the coefficients of the eigenfunctions. We 
denote by G(€) = (Hn - U)- 1 . Let S = {n, -n} and NS= l \ S, we split the 
Hilbert space fl (Z) into a direct sum of two subspaces 
Where (l(S) (resp P(NS)) is the set of square sommables sequences u(k) with 
k E S(resp k E NS) only: To get an estimate on P(k, k) we need an estimate on 
G({)(k, k). Ip. the case k = ±n the estimate (7.1.4) is easy to prove 
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i ·r2"' lxn(±n)I $ 27r Jo l'Pn(x)l-le±in.rldx 
lxn(±n)I $ ~ 12"' l'Pn(x)ldx 
1 
lxn(±n)I:::; 21T 
lxn(±n)I ~ 2~ ✓ fo 21r dx 
1 1 lxn(±n)I $ $ = J2rre-""•llnl-nl (n ~ 1) 
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so in this case the inequality of the theorem is satisfied. We now want to get an 
estimate on P(k,k) when k ENS. We denote by GNs the restrictions of U to the 
sites in NS, i.e 
GN~(i, k) = G(j, k) if (j, k) ENS x NS a~d O otherwise. 
We prove that the operator G({) satisfies 
where 
f=Hn-HNs$Hs. 
Let R = G.(Hn - U) we have to prove that R = I 
R = [Gs(e) $ GNs(e) - (Gs(e) $ GNs(e))rG(e)].(Hn -U) 
= [Gs(e) $ GNs(e)][(Hn -U)s + (Hn -U)Ns + r)] 
-[(Gs(e) $ GNs(e))f]/ 
= ls+ lNs + [Gs(e) $ GNs(e)]f - [(Gs(e) $ GNs(e))f]I 
= I. 
We just proved that 
so 
(I+ (Gs(e) $ GNs(e))r)G(e) = Gs(e) $ GNs(e) 
G(.;) =(I+ (Gs(e) $ GNs(e))r)- 1 (Gs(e) $ GNs(e)) 
· and formally we get 
00 
G(e) = I)-1)1[Gs(.;) $ GNs(e))r]'(Gs(.;) $ GNs(e)) 
1:::::0 
(7.1.29) 
(7.1.30) 
(7.1.31) 
(7.1.32) 
(7.1.33) 
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00 
G{i;) = Gs({)ffiGNs({)+ I)-,-1)1(Gs({)~GNs(e)r)1(Gc,({)ffiGNs({)). (7.1.34) 
l=l 
To prove the convergence of the series we need an estimate on the term (Gs({) ffi 
GNs({)r)'(Gs({) ffi GNs(.;)) so we enunciate the following lemma on the first term 
of the product. 
Lemma 7.1.7 For p ENS, m ES, l ~ 0, there exits a constant c'(No) such that 
for n > Na 
I 
l[(Gs({) ffiGNs(e))r]'(m,p)I :5 (;/ {7.1.35) 
Proof: 
If l = 0 the result is trivial because the matrix is the identity. We start by proving 
now the case l = 1. We have the following operators 
1 
Ho= -Vn INs 
n 
1 
Hs = -(Vn + D) Is 
n 
1 
HNs = -(Vn + D) INs 
n 
which we call Hamiltonians and their inverses, 
Go({) = (Ho - U) IN1 
Gs({)= (Ho - U) ls 1 
GNs({) = (HNs -el) Lv1 
G{{) = (Hn -el)-1. 
In (7. l.23) Wt: have established the result 
which implies that 
.. 
IG{{)(j, k)l.:5 ! · 
00 
+ I)-1)1(Gs({) ffi GNs(e)r)' (Gs({) El; GNs(~)). 
1=2 
{7.1.36) 
{7.l.37) 
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Assume now k ENS: 
00 
+ L(-1)1(Gs(e) EB GNs(e)f)1 (Gs(e) EB GNs(e)(k, k) . . 
1:::::2 
We must first get an estimate on rand on (Gs(e) EB GNs(e))r 
r = Hn - HNs EB Hs. 
Since V(D) is diagonal V(D) = V(f2)s EB V(n)Ns and 
. D DI D . r = - - - NS EB- ls 
n n n 
so we can deduce that 
D D D f(q, m) = -(q, m) - - INs (q, m) EB Is (q, m) 
n n n 
and using and estimate like (Tl.21) we have· 
ll fll- < C(v)C(u - (u - 1/2)) o-,..,/2 _ n 
jf(q,m)I < Cf e-(if-"l/2)lq-ml. 
- n 
where Cf= C(v)C(,/2). Let p ENS and m ES: 
(Gs(e) EB GNs(e))f(p, m) = L(Gs(e) EB GNs(e))(p, q)f(q, m) 
q 
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p E NS => q E NS => m E S (r has only interaction terms.) Using uow the 
estimate on the resolvant established in (7.1.23) we have 
. . 8 -
IGs(e) EB GNs(e))(p, q)I :S -e-(o-"f)lp-qj 
c2 
(Gs(() EB GNs(e))f(p, m) = L (Gs(e) EB Gr.:s(e))(p, q)f(q, m) 
qENS 
< ~e-(o-,..,)lp-qj Cf e-(o-"f/2)lq-ml 
Ci n 
I 
< :_ L e-(o-"l)lp-qle-(if-"l)lq-mle--r/2lq-mj 
n 
q 
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Cl 
< L -(a--y)(lp-ql+lq-ml) -"'1/2lq-ml - e e 
n 
q 
I 
< C L -(a-"'f)lp-ml -- /2lq-ml - e e 
n 
q 
I 
< C -(a-...,)lp-ml L -·/2lq-ml -e e 
n q 
I 
< :..e-(a-"'f)lp-ml Le-· /2lql 
n 
q 
d 1 (Gs(~) EB GNs(~))I'(p, m) < -e-(a-...,)lp-ml2 (7.1.38) 
n 1 - e-"'1/2 · 
If we take now the particular case 1 = a' /2 we have as well 
The C1 in the lemma is in fact C1 1-:a/4. We consider now the case l ~ 2: 
If 
(sup I:eW- 2"Y)lr-yll((Gs(~) EB GNs(~))r)(x_,y)I) 
y r 
~-then using (7.1.~8) we get 
< (sup L e(a-2...,)lr-yl ~e-W-,)lr-yl)I 
Y r n 
< (sup L e(a-2...,)1,:-yle-(a-2,)lr-yl ~~-...,lr-yl)' 
-y " n -
<- ( ~~ )' 
n 'Y2 
We have used here the inequality L e-,lll ::; ~ which we prvve latter in this chapter. 
l 
For n large enough we will have ~ ~ < 1 and we expect that the Neumann sum 
will converge. This proves the lemma. D 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem 7 .1. If 
11( ( Gs({) EB G NS(~) )r) I la-2..., = (sup L e(a-2~ )lr-yl 
" y 
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then the estimate follows similarly. We now consider the product 
which can be rewritten as a sum 
= L GNs(k,j,{)f(j, m)(Gs(e) EB GNs({))f)1- 2 (m,p) 
m,p,r,q,j 
Gs(p, r;{)f(r, q)GNs(q, k;{). 
We have k E NS =} j E NS =} m E S and beginning from the right 
k E NS =} q E NS =} r E S =} p E S so 
= 
m,p,rES;q,jENS 
Gs(p, r; e)r(r, q)GNs(q, k; e). 
In the next lines we show that the integral over the contour C of the two fir~t terms 
in the Neumann series (i.e for l;:: 0 and l = l)in (7.1.33) vanish whenever k ENS 
. We start by proving that 2~; fc GNs({)(k, k)d{ = 0: We established in lemma 
1. 1. 1 that the eigenvalues of ¼ Vn IN s are greater then c2 ( the restrictions on NS 
correspond to the case lkl =fan). Let l{I :5 ~' we have again the relation l{-,\1 < ,.,~ 
for any ,\ eigenvalue of¼ Vn INs thus like in (7.1.18) · 
IIVn~f INs llo--y 5 ~ 
and 
1 D 
= ( Vn + - -el) INs 
n n 
1 ·D 
= ( - Vn - eJ + - ) INS 
n n 
D 
= Wn,e INs +- INs) 
n 
= (I - D INS Vn,{ L;:;~ )Vn,( INS 
n 
. and formally we get 
For' n large enough as in (7 .1.22) we have once again 
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This shows that this operator will be invertible whenever l{I :S ~ and 
(7.1.39} 
The circle C has radius ff < ~ so the operator fc GNs(l)dl which defines the 
projection on the eigenvalues of HNs which modulus is less than the raduis of C 
that is T· .But as we just proved that if Ill ::; ~ the operator HNs (~) is invertible 
there are not any eigenvalues of modulus less than T ther<'!fore 
Furthermore as k E NS and r has only interactions terms between S and NS we 
also have 
(Gs({) e GNs(l))r(Gs(~) e GNs({))(k, k) = 0 
hence the second term in the infinite sum in (7.1.33) vanish and so the infinite sum 
starts with l = 2. We can use now (7.1.36) to get the e:::timate on Gs since the 
circle C lies in the annulus A and for GNs we use (7.1.39) 
B(l) :S 
: C1 e-ulr-ql ~e-(u--r)IA:-ql 
n C1 
< (.:. __!:_ )1-2 ~ ~ ~ C1 l6 e-W--rlli-A:le-ali-ml C:i ~ e-ulr-ql ~e-Cu--r)IA:-ql. 
- n 1 2 · . L-1 5 ~ C1, n C1 n L-1 C;i m,p,rE J · q 
Let E be defined by 
E = -(if- ,)lk - ii - o'li - ml 
:-(o' - ,)(lk - ii + Ii - ml) - ,Li - ml 
< -(if-1)lk-j+i-ml ,Ii-ml 
< -(if- ,)lk - ml - 7li - ml 
< -(a'-1)llkl - lmll -11i - ml 
as m,p, r can only take the values ±n we have 1ml = lrl = IPI = n (n ~ 1) and so 
E ~ -(u-,)llkl - nll - ,Ii - ml 
B(l) < ( .:___!:_ )'-2~. ~ C1 ~ C1 e-(u--r)IIA:1-nle-ulr-ql ~e-(a--r)IA:-ql 
n 12 C1 m:f:::es n C1 n . . C1 
< C( E___!:_ )'-2e-2fu--r)ll"'l-nl 
n,2 
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The same technique is applied to get an estimate for the sum over q. 
P( k, k) 1;; fc G({)( k, k )d{ we will start the expansion at l = 2. 
00 
G(e) = Gs(e) EB GNs({) + 2)-1)1(Gs({) EB GNs({)f)1(Gs(e) EB GNs({)) 
l=l 
Ask ENS Gs(e) EB GNs(O(k, k) GNs({)(k, k) which implies that 
00 
G(e)(k, k) = GNs({)(k, k) + I)-1)1(Gs(e) EB GNs(e)r)' 
1:1 
(Gs({) EB GNs({))(k, k) 
IP(k, k)I 1-2
1
. 1 GNs(e)(k, k)de 
1n C 
1 1 00 + 2iri ~(-l)'(Gs({) EB GNs(e)r)'(Gs(e) EB GNs({))(k, k)del 
c,=1 . . 
l(e\ Pek) I :5 ~ I: C(*~ )'-2e-2(u-1')11kl-nl. 
1:2 1 
For n large enough (n ~ No) f.~ < ½ and we deduce 
and hence 
lxn(k)I :S: Je-2(u-1')11kl-nlc· 
lxn(k)I :s: ce-(<7-1')11kl-nl 
and we have the estimate of the theorem since for any u. < u there existed 7 such 
that u :5 7i - 7 and hence u. < 7i - 7. So we have prove that the estimak (7.1.4) 
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holds for large enough n. 
For n :'.S No it is very simple to check that we have (7.1.4) 
(7.1.40) 
and using contour integration a.s before we get obtain 
liUn(m)I < C(7,bn)e-alml 
:'.S e"" C( t,Un) e-cfn-cf]ml. 
We have as well 
In - lmll :s n + 1ml => -o'(n + 1ml) :s -o'ln -1mll 
and thus 
liUn(m)I < sup (e""C(t,bn)).e-cfn-iT'lml 
n5,No 
< sup (e""C(t,bn))e-cf]n-lmll 
n5,No 
lt,bn(m)I < ce-aln-lmll .o 
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